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WED JAN 21
4-6 PM • FREE
RALLY: KEEP OUR FAMILIES  
TOGETHER. Demands for President 
Obama: Stop the immigration raids, stop 
the deportations, support a fair, humane 
and just immigration reform.
Federal Building, 
26 Federal Plaza (B’way @ Worth St) 
718-298-5083 • 718-328-5822

7-10 PM • $12 adv/$15 door
FILM/DISCUSSION: “I HAD AN  
ABORTION.” Filmmakers Jennifer  
Baumgardner and Gillian Aldrich tackle 
the taboo in a film featuring ten women 
— including famed feminist Gloria 
Steinem — who candidly describe 
experiences spanning seven decades, 
from the years before Roe v. Wade to the 
present.
People Lounge, 163 Allen St 
(btwn Stanton & Rivington Sts)
lisa@paradigmshiftnyc.com • nyaaf.org

SAT JAN 24
2 PM • FREE
ACTION: BIKE LANE LIBERATION RIDE. 
Time’s Up! Bike Clown Brigade clears out 
the vehicles by issuing “parking tickets” 
to motorists who endanger cyclists by 
parking in the bike lanes.
Meet at Duarte Square 
(Corner Canal St & 6th Ave)
212-802-8222 • times-up.org

SUN JAN 25
11AM-12:30PM • FREE
EVENT: CIVIL RIGHTS FESTIVAL W/THE 
CHILDREN’S SUNDAY ASSEMBLY.
Brooklyn Society for Ethical Culture
53 Prospect Pk West, Bklyn
(btwn 1st & 2nd Sts) • 718-768-2972 
 bsecdirector@yahoo.com

THU JAN 29
7 PM • $5 Suggested Donation
FILM/DISCUSSION: “THE TRAIL OF 
TEARS CHEROKEE LEGACY” with 
producer Steven Heape and participants 
at the World Social Forum in Belem, 
Brazil (via video conferencing). Film 
explores President Andrew Jackson’s 
Indian Removal Act of 1830 and the 
forced removal of the Cherokee Nation to 
Oklahoma in 1838.
Bluestockings, 172 Allen St 
(btwn Rivington and Stanton Sts)
212-777-6028 • bluestockings.com

7:30 PM • $3; $7 for homey supper at 7 pm
FILM/DISCUSSION: “LA OPERACION” 
(“THE OPERATION”). The documentary 
exposes the widespread sterilization of 
Puerto Rican women. Commemorating 
the 36th anniversary of Roe v. Wade.
Freedom Hall, 
113 W 128th St (btwn Malcolm X & Adam 
Clayton Powell Blvds) 
212-222-0633 • radicalwomen.org

SAT JAN 31
2PM • FREE
MARCH/RALLY: BOYCOTT STELLA 
d’ORO PRODUCTS. Workers went on 
strike last August to fight management 
plan to cut wages by as much as 25 per-
cent and eliminate holidays, vacations, 
sick pay and extra pay for Saturdays. 
Come show your support.
Stella d’Oro Plant, 237th St @B’way, Brx. 
March to Target shopping center, 
225th St & Major Deegan
vze2jmhr@verizon.com
stelladorostrike2008.com

THU FEB 5
7:30 PM • Sliding scale $6+
SLIDESHOW & DISCUSSION: ECO- 
VILLAGES: WHERE THEY ARE, WHAT 
THEY’RE DOING, WHY THEY’RE  
IMPORTANT. With more than 400  

photos, this presentation shows how 
eco-villages worldwide integrate  
ecological, economic and social/ 
cultural/spiritual sustainability.
Brecht Forum, 451 West St
(btwn Bank & Bethune Sts)
212 242-4201 • brechtforum.org

SAT FEB 7
7 PM • FREE
BENEFIT/READING: FOR HUMANITAR-
IAN AID IN THE GAZA STRIP. Proceeds 
go to the International Red Cross; some 
go to Magen David Adom division for 
people living in southern Israel.
McNally Jackson, 52 Prince St  
(btwn Lafayette & Mulberry Sts) •
212-274-1160 • mcnallyjackson.com

SUN FEB 8
1 PM • FREE
MEETING: AUTONOMOUS  
AUTO-DIDACTISMS/THE RADICAL 
READING CIRCLE. Newly established 
book club seeks members of the multi-

tude interested in: anti-authoritarianism; 
Marxism, anarchism, socialism, etc.; 
critical theory; science, technology and 
culture; geopolitics, etc.; art, philosophy 
& life.
Shannon Pot Pub, 4506 Davis St, Qns
trevorowenjones@gmail.com

FRI FEB 13
7 PM • $5 suggested
DISCUSSION: CELEBRATE BLACK 
HISTORY MONTH AND THE CUBAN 
REVOLUTION. Learn how African 
American activists played a key role  
in supporting the Cuban Revolution.  
A benefit for the Cuban 5.
St Mary’s Episcopal Church,  
521 W 126th St (btwn Old B’way  
& Amsterdam Ave)
718-601-4751 • freethec_5@yahoo.com

community calendar jan–febPLEASE SEND EVENT ANNOUNCEMENTS TO INDYEVENTS@GMAIL.COM.

reader comments

Post your own comment at 
indypendent.org or email  
letters@indypendent.org.

EXPLAINING IMMIGRATION
Response to “Wilting Wages: 
Money Sent Home to Mexico 
Declines as U.S. Economy  
Deteriorates,” Dec. 12:

Most of the Hispanics who reside in 
the united States came here because 
our economic policies made it diffi-
cult or impossible for them to make 
a living in their own countries. Our 
agribusiness corporations receive 
massive subsidies that allow them 
to undercut the prices of peasants 
all over the world. There is more to 
it than just subsidies, but that’s the 
explanation that does not require a 
degree in economics. Those people 
were starving to death in their own 
countries due to our policies. The 
supposed hundreds of millions are 
not actually sent to Mexico. Most 
of what we give them is structured 
so that the money goes directly to a 
u. S. corporation. The u.S. corpora-
tion then takes care of the necessary 
gratuities.

—GM Pierce

WAITING FOR OBAMA
Responses to “Obamanomics: 
Why the Stimulus Plan Will Not 
Revive the Economy,” Dec. 12:

Let’s all reserve judgment un-
til we start to see what Obama 
does. He hasn’t even taken of-
fice yet and the same people who 
were yelling so vociferously for 
his candidacy are now vehement-
ly demanding something other 
than the platform he ran on. 
Obama has said that his current 
strategy about how best to fix the 
economy is to invest in the u.S. 
infrastructure and green technol-
ogy. More investment into such 
projects means more blue-collar 
jobs, which means more blue-
collar spending and more service 
jobs to cater to these blue-collar 
workers.

—Ari

The only thing that has ever 
combated corporate interests is 
grassroots work, usually in the 
form of protest involving most-
ly women — who have a much 
larger hand in the progressive 
shaping of the world at large 
than is usually portrayed — and 
not in the “great leader” of his-
tory theory to which so many of 
us tend to subscribe. franklin 
Delano roosevelt was driven 
by corporate interests just as 
Obama is. The difference was 
that in the 1930s there was a 
vast and vibrant Left, including 
communists, socialists and anar-

chists for whom, in this day and 
age, most people (I mean regular 
working people) show such vis-
ceral and uncritical disdain.

—Obamanomics

SUPPORTING WOMEN IN 
THE PRIESTHOOD
Response to “Female Priests Altar 
the Rules,” Dec. 12:

I attended the recent rCWP 
ordination in Chicago and 
listened to bishop Dana reynolds’ 
homily with interest. Her strong 
message of reaching out to all 
the disenfranchised, the poor 
seemed to be in the best tradition 
of the Gospels. at Call To action 
I attended the session where five 
women priests told about their 
ministries. I found it impressive 
and hopeful. I have over the 
years worked with women 
clergy — mostly episcopal and 
Lutheran — and found them to 
be well educated and dedicated. 
The stubborn refusal of our own 
hierarchy to even seriously debate 
the ordination of women and 
their willingness to deprive the 
Catholic Christian community of 
the eucharist in order to maintain 
male power seems very contrary 
to the Lord we serve.

—Rev. Dcn. Art Donart

TAKE ACTION NOW
Response to “Zeroing in on 
Obama’s Hawks,” Dec. 12:

If all of us do nothing but 
watch, nothing will change. 
raise heck over whatever isn’t 
right, never give up and force a 
change. Too many politicians are 
owned by big business. Throw 
them out and start on it now!

—Kevin5
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The Indypendent is a new york-based free news-
paper published 17 times a year on fridays. Since 
2000, more than 600 citizen journalists, artists 
and media activists have contributed their time 
and energy to this project. Winner of dozens of 
new york Community Media alliance awards, 
The Indypendent is dedicated to empowering 
people to create a true alternative to the corpo-
rate press by encouraging citizens to produce their 
own media. The Indypendent is funded by sub-
scriptions, donations, grants, merchandise sales, 
benefits and advertising from organizations with 
similar missions. Volunteers write and edit arti-
cles, take photographs, do design work and illus-
trations, help distribute papers, update the web-
site and more! The Indypendent reserves the right 
to edit articles for length, content and clarity. 

The Indypendent is the newspaper project of the 
new york City Independent Media Center, which 
is affiliated with the global Indymedia movement 
(indymedia.org), an international network that is 
dedicated to fostering grassroots media produc-
tion. nyC IMC sponsors three other projects, 
the children’s newspaper IndyKids, the IndyVideo 
news team and the nyC IMC open publishing 
website (nyc.indymedia.org). nyC IMC relies on 
volunteer participation and is open to anyone who 
is interested.

vOLUNTEER CONTRIBUTORS:
Sam alcoff, Chris anderson, Steven arnerich, 
eleanor bader, Gino barzizza, bennett j. 
baumer, Mike burke, josé Carmona, joel Cook, 
Louis joe Comeau IV, Kenneth Crab, ellen 
Davidson, Tim Durning, bryan farrell, renee 
feltz, Seth fisher, Lynne foster, Sarah foster, 
Leo Garcia, Samantha Gorelick, jaume Guerra, 
aron Guy, Christine Hale, Mary Heglar, john 
Isaacson, Irina Ivanova, alex Kane, ruth Kelton, 
jesse Kuhn, jennifer Lew, Gary Martin, alex 
nathanson, ana nogueira, jaisal noor, Donald 
Paneth, judith Mahoney Pasternak, brian Ponto, 
nicholas Powers, Katrin redfern, jacob Scheier, 
ann Schneider, Sarah Secunda, jonathan 
Shannon, juell Stewart, erin Thompson, Harry 
Thorne, eric Volpe, Melody S. Wells, Steven 
Wishnia and rusty Zimmerman. 

FEBRUARy is Black History Month!
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On jan. 20, 2001, tens of thousands of demonstrators gathered in the freezing 
rain to protest George W. bush’s takeover of the White House following his 
theft of the 2000 election and to pelt his motorcade with rotten fruit.

This year, millions of people are expected to flock to Washington, D.C., to 
celebrate the inauguration of barack Obama.

Still, much remains unchanged.
Whether the president is a conservative Texas oilman or a brilliant young 

african-american lawyer from Hawaii, Harvard and the South Side of Chi-
cago, power in this country is still centered in big business and the Penta-
gon. and our nation’s governing philosophy—a fervent belief in free-market 
economics, global empire and the right to use military force anywhere in the 
world — remains rooted in decades of bipartisan policymaking.

for Obama’s presidency to make a decisive break with the failures of the 
past, Inauguration Day has to be a starting point, not a final destination for 
the diverse movements that carried him to the White House. Only a ceaseless 
clamor from visionary, broad-based mass movements will push our new presi-
dent to take the sort of genuinely progressive positions that can truly solve the 
multiple crises we face.

“We are the ones we have been waiting for,” as Obama was fond of telling 
his supporters during the early part of last year’s campaign.

Indeed.
One group we cannot count on is the corporate media. The media establish-

ment that gave bush a free pass for much of his presidency will continue to be 
a powerful force for the status quo no matter who is in the White House.

This is why The Indypendent was launched in the waning days of the Clinton 
administration and why we persisted during the long era that bush and his wreck-
ing crew of right-wing ideologues have held power. During that time, hundreds 
of artists, activists and independent media makers have contributed to The Indy-
pendent and made it both a pioneering project in citizens’ journalism and a space 
for bold reporting and analysis that digs beneath the headlines to illuminate the 
workings of power as well as grassroots efforts to make change.

now, like many on the left, we find ourselves in the novel position of having 
a president who claims to share many of our concerns. We are hoping for the 
best, but have no illusions. for our part, we promise to continue being the same 
fearless, hard-hitting, truth-telling newspaper during a Democratic administration 
as during a republican one. Our allegiance continues to be neither to a party nor a 
politician but to you, our readers, and to bringing forward the voices, concerns and 
the struggle for justice of the people most affected by policies made in their name.

inside this issue

  p4 Who’s “American Dream?”  

  p5  Obama Wrestles Bush’s Civil Liberties Legacy.  

  p6  Obama’s Hidden Economic Priorities. 

  p7  Will Obama Listen to the Labor Movement? 

  p8  Obama’s Climate Change Plan, Not So Cool. 

  p9  Organizing a Win. 

 p10   Change We Can Really Believe In  
Special Pull-Out Poster. 

 p12 Post-Palin Feminism Rears Its Head. 

 p14 First Person Voices from Inside Gaza. 

 p15 Top Three Gaza Myths Debunked. 

 p16 Somalia Pirate Coverage Misses the Boat. 

 p17  Bolivia’s Radical New Constitution.

 p18  Book Reviews on the History of the Democratic 
Party and Barack Obama’s Rise to Power. 

 p19 Movie Review: Fun With Dick & Che.  

What a difference eight years make…

Obama’s presidency has to 
be a starting point, not a final 
destination, for the diverse 
movements that carried him to 
the White House.

TURNING THE PAGE: Barack Obama campaigns for the White House in George W. Bush’s home state of Texas. 
PHOTO: flickr.com/an_agent/400339277
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election 2008

By Cyril Ghosh

When barack Obama assumes the 
presidency Jan. 20, he will bring 
a slew of Clinton-era bigwigs in 

tow: Larry Summers, eric Holder, rahm 
emanuel, Peter Orszag and the former first 
lady herself, Hillary Clinton. Perhaps it’s 
not surprising then that many commenta-
tors claim Obama has abandoned his hope-
and-change platform for a Clintonian res-
toration. Whether this turns out to be true 
is an open question, but also of significance 
is another commonality Obama shares with 
Clinton. Much of the appeal of both Clin-
ton and Obama lies in the soaring rhetoric 
of the “american Dream.”

Clinton managed to interweave the amer-
ican Dream’s ideals with his personal histo-
ry in a way that catapulted him to great na-
tional popularity. That he was literally born 
in Hope, arkansas, only made him more 
persuasive as an embodiment of the ameri-
can Dream. In a sense, barack Obama has 
surpassed this Clintonian rhetorical strat-
egy. He has successfully amalgamated his 
political views with his personal history, his 
name and his biracial identity, thus lending 
a particularly poignant resonance to his in-
vocations of the american Dream.

Obama is not the only political leader to 
invoke the Dream. In the last four decades, 
several political leaders have aggressively 
done so. across parties, references to the 
phrase “american Dream” have dramati-
cally increased since 1965, particularly in 
presidential inaugurals, state of the union 
addresses, and party platforms.

Invoking the american Dream has clear-
ly become an important mobilizing strategy 
for both parties. The Dream serves the pur-
pose of offering a politics of inclusion, one 
that insists all individuals are inherently 
equal and, therefore, everyone should have 
an equal and inalienable right to improve 
their lives and pursue the kind of happiness 
they value. This happiness can constitute 
upward social mobility, but it can also be 
something else, such as following a particu-
lar vocation or living in a particular place. 
The abstract individualism of the american 
Dream asserts that it doesn’t matter who 
you are, you can still find happiness.

This agnosticism about identity is su-
premely important under conditions of ex-
treme heterogeneity. It enables leaders to 
use the american Dream to appeal across 
diverse political constituencies without ap-
pearing as if they are pandering to sectional 
interests. In a nation where class, race, gen-
der, sexual orientation, religion and eth-
nicity form the bases for deeply polarizing 
conflicts, the abstract individualism of the 
Dream offers a convenient language of in-
clusion for all. 

Current demographic trends in the 
united States indicate that the american 
polity looks more pluralistic now than it 
has ever before. Liberal immigration laws 
(characterized by the mass influx of émi-
grés from the global south since 1965), 
together with identity politics-based 
movements (such as feminism and LGbT 
rights) have made the american electorate 

highly pluralistic and divided. In addition, 
america is projected to become a white-
minority country by 2042.

For leaders, it is thus politically expe-
dient to offer an amorphous rhetoric that 
appeals to everybody instead of singling 
out particular social groups for political 
mobilization. In this context, the ameri-
can Dream presents itself as a convenient 
rhetorical strategy, and barack Obama has 
intelligently adopted this seductive vision.

DOWNSIZING THE DREAM
but this rhetorical strategy is not with-

out problems. as a set of lofty ideals, the 
american Dream can usefully describe a 
set of national purposes with the end goal 
of creating an utopian, meritocratic soci-
ety in which the individual, regardless of 
her identity, can work hard, compete with 
others on a level playing field, and achieve 
personal success.

yet, this desire for utopia necessar-
ily leads to frustrated expectations. The 
american Dream is not unusual in this. 
Most major tropes in american political 
culture — such as american civil religion, 
american exceptionalism, equality of op-
portunity, level playing field and pursuit of 
happiness — suffer the same fate. Samuel 
Huntington usefully captured this tendency 

of american politics as inevitably engender-
ing a “politics of disharmony.”

barack Obama has become a messianic 
figure among american liberals. He 
symbolically represents racial parity and 
progressivism. but the truth is that he has 
promised more than he can possibly deliver 
and, in all likelihood, he will spend the next 
four years explaining why he has not been 
able to significantly improve the lives of 
ordinary americans.

This is not his fault. This is an artifact 
of a constellation of reasons including the 
nature of american Dream rhetoric, the 
systemic arrangement of american political 
institutions including the Madisonian, con-
stitutional system of checks and balances, 
and the one enduring truth about politics 
and economics: one individual can never 
bring about change: aggregates do.

The american Dream has two principal 
iterations. unfortunately, in the current 
political-economic climate, both ring 
hollow. One version of the Dream talks 
about a booming middle class, characterized 
by a suburban single-family home, picket 
fences, multiple cars in the garage, rising 
incomes, vacations, abundance, prosperity, 
beauty, youth and talent. a second iteration 
of the Dream gestures toward the dream of 
racial and social justice, toward an america 

in which the playing field is genuinely level, 
and where it doesn’t matter who you are, 
you have opportunities equal to all others. 
both versions are disconnected from reality 
if you look at present employment, wage 
structures, education, and healthcare.

THE ORIGINAL AMERICAN DREAM
Jennifer Hochshild has called the american 

Dream an “ideology of success” that is rife 
with flaws, although with enormous emotion-
al potency. It is precisely for this reason that 
using american Dream rhetoric in contempo-
rary american political talk makes a certain 
kind of sense and Obama’s use of american 
Dream talk is indeed good strategy.

but he would be well advised to remember 
that the original use of the term was very 
different. according to most genealogies of 
the phrase, the term was coined in 1931 by 
popular historian James Truslow adams. 
Writing in the middle of the Depression 
years, adams cited the american Dream as 
a catalogue of national values that ameri-
cans had become alienated from.

To be sure, the ideals of the american 
dream can be traced back to the hard work 
(“Protestant”) ethic of Puritan new england 
and, even further back, to Lockean liberalism 
itself. In fact, Locke himself used the phrase 
“pursuit of happiness.” yet, when adams 
uses the term, he presents an “american 
jeremiad” that lamented the existing reality 
of american society and pointed out its 
divergence from the values embedded in the 
intended purpose of the early republic — a 
set of ideals he called “the american Dream.” 
He describes the “Dream of a better, richer, 
and happier life for all,” where each person 
will be “able to attain to the fullest stature 
of which they are innately capable, and be 
recognized by others for what they are, 
regardless of the fortuitous circumstances 
of birth or position.” This was the original 
use of the term. It was a lament; it was not a 
political strategy.

Characterizing himself as the embodi-
ment of the american Dream has so far 
paid off for barack Obama. He has done ex-
traordinarily well in what turned out to be a 
grueling political campaign, particularly in 
the primaries. While rejecting federal fund-
ing, he raised and spent a staggering $740.6 
million, all the while painting himself as an 
underdog interested in challenging aristo-
cratic, entrenched interests in Washington, 
D.C. In short, he has cast himself as Jimmy 
Stewart in Frank Capra’s Mr. Smith Goes 
to Washington. but life is not a movie. and, 
to be fair to him, Obama knows this too 
— but can’t yet let on that he does. Sooner 
or later he will have to though. and when 
he does, the nation will have to ritualisti-
cally go through the motions with him.

Cyril Ghosh is Adjunct Faculty in Interna-
tional Affairs at New School University. In 
2008 he received a Ph.D. in political sci-
ence from Syracuse University. His disser-
tation is titled “The Politics of the Ameri-
can Dream: Locke and Puritan Thought 
Revisited in an Era of Open Immigration 
and Identity Politics.”

American Dreams
Obama Harnesses tHe seductive appeal Of an abstract ideOlOgy

Christine hale
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Bring in this ad and  
get 8% off your purchase or 
$10 off first-time memBership
(one per shopper, cannot be combined with other discount)

4th Street Food Co-op
58 E. 4th St.  (btw 2nd Ave & Bowery)
New York, NY 10003
212-674-3623

Open Daily 10am-10pm

anyone can shop,  
members get a discount

We happily accept E.B.T. cards

locally grown produce, beans, and flours

Bulk grains, beans, granolas, nuts & 
seeds, dried fruit, flours, oils, sea vegeta-

bles, spices, teas, tofu, miso, and more!

Certified organic cleaning and personal 
care products (bulk and packaged)

Zapatista and Chiapas coffee

Fair trade chocolate

Bring your own containers for  
bulk items, or use one of ours

Vegetarian

Food For people, not For proFit

By Ann Schneider

barack Obama has 
promised to revise or 
reverse many bush 

administration policies on 
everything from the environ-
ment to workplace safety to 
reproductive rights. Will he 
renounce the vast expan-
sion of executive authority 
that bush claimed gave the 
president near monarchical 
powers over the lives of mere 
mortals?

Will Obama repudiate 
bush’s excessive use of sign-
ing statements and rather 
announce that he actually in-
tends to follow laws as passed 
by Congress? To do so, he’d 
have to disavow bush’s use of 
the September 2001 autho-
rization for Military Force 
that enabled two wars and the creation of 
the Guantanamo prison camp.

Will he set aside the use of the State Se-
crets Privilege, which closed the courthouse 
door to Khaled el-Masri, the German citizen 
who was “mistakenly” kidnapped by the 
CIa, rendered to Saudia arabia and then 
dumped on a hillside in afghanistan five 
months later? If eric Holder is confirmed as 
attorney General, Obama should instruct 
him to review all of the assertions of “state 
secrets” made by the bush administration 
and reconsider the basis for the assertion. 
at a minimum, Obama should agree to 
let the courts see the evidence and decide 
whether or not the privilege is justified.

Will he direct Holder to withdraw the 
government’s motions to dismiss the pri-
vacy suits against the telecommunications 
companies that were granted immunity 
by the FISa amendments act? Will he 
stop the bulk applications for warrants for 
americans’ overseas communications?

Will he restructure the laws used against 
attorney Lynne Stewart and others that 
criminalize “material support” — includ-
ing humanitarian assistance given un-
knowingly to an organization that has 
links to terrorists? Current law does not 
require a showing of intent to support an 
act of violence. It also allows the president 
to permanently freeze the money of a char-
ity he suspects has allegiances to terrorists 
without allowing the accused the right to a 
factual hearing at any time.

It is a positive step when Obama says 
he is going to close Guantanamo within 
a year. but, he abandon the unconstitu-
tional military commissions that continue 
to deprive detainees of their rights under 
the Geneva Convention, and that close the 
doors of federal courts to claims of tor-
ture, deprivation of liberty and arbitrary 
detention? 

Some legal experts, including George-
town university law professor David Cole, 
say we need a new national security court 
that would permit preventative detention 
and allow the use of evidence “tainted” 

by torture. It stands the law on its head to 
let bush or Obama say that someone can 
be imprisoned without trial — or that evi-
dence gained through torture should be ad-
missible in court.

The Constitution was originally designed 
so that Congress would balance the powers 
of the executive branch. It seems unlikely 
that Congress will take action given that 
House Speaker nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) was 
briefed about the bush administration’s 
power grabs and did nothing to stop them. 

Without Congress investigating the ex-
tent of the warrantless nSa spying pro-
gram — and all the other secret programs 
that have been leaked to the press over the 
last eight years — Obama will be free of the 
political pressure to restore civil liberties.

This lack of pressure is dangerous be-
cause it is possible that these expanded 
executive powers will become the norm 
for Obama and future presidents. and the 
failure to hold the bush administration ac-
countable for its criminal behavior may 
become a green light for future administra-
tions to engage in their own lawbreaking.

at this point, the only government offi-
cial at risk of being prosecuted for his role 
in all these sordid abuses is Thomas Tamm, 
the mid-level u.S. Department of Justice 
lawyer who blew the whistle on the bush 
administration’s domestic spying program 
by secretly leaking information to the New 
York Times.

Obama must listen to the grassroots ac-
tivists who heeded his call of hope. Groups 
including the electronic Frontier Founda-
tion, the american Library association and 
the Liberty Coalition have drawn up a civil 
liberties roadmap for the new administra-
tion. Obama should also keep in mind that 
eight states and 406 cities and counties — 
encompassing a total of 85 million people 
— have passed resolutions calling for the 
repeal of the 2001 uSa PaTrIOT act.

This many americans cannot be wrong in 
the demand that civil liberties be restored.

        The 

PeoPle’s  Lawyer a project of the 
national lawyers Guild nYC

Obama’s 
chOice:
president 
Or king

tim DurninG
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economy

By Arun Gupta

On Feb. 17, if GM 
reaches a deal 
with autowork-

ers to cut costs and bond 
holders to reduce debt, 
it will receive $4 bil-

lion more in bailout 
money. around 

the same time, 
Congress will 
probably pass 
the largest civil-
ian economic 
stimulus since 

the Great Depres-
sion. This will take 

place after Congress approves releasing an-
other $350 billion installment to bail out fail-
ing banks. also in February, incoming Presi-
dent barack Obama has said he will initiate a 
“discussion around entitlements” as a central 
part of cutting government spending.

Taken together, these actions constitute 
the biggest government intervention into the 
economy since World War II and may define 
the legacy of a presidency that’s barely one 
month old.

yet, so far, the political process has oc-
curred with minimal public debate. That’s 
because the various parties — the banks and 
auto companies, the Federal reserve, Con-
gress and the bush and Obama administra-
tions — are loathe to have a debate.

Having a debate means discussing nation-
al economic priorities, what precisely is the 
“free market” and what is its relation to gov-
ernment regulation, oversight and manage-
ment. Inconvenient questions would arise, 
such as why has the public been misled about 
the full cost of bailing out banks and auto-
makers, and why should the public pay for 
companies’ stock market value many times 
over but not own them?

Open debate about the economy would 
mean looking at the contradiction between 
how the public is being forced to pay out tril-
lions in private profit and private losses while 
being told they must compete in the market 
for healthcare, education, housing and food.

Obama’s stimulus plan may employ a few 
million people and help some particular in-
dustries, but it will not address the decline in 
wages and benefits during the last 35 years, 
which is the root of the economic crisis. That 
decline gave rise to debt-driven consumption 
that ended in the burst housing bubble. and 
this consumer crisis is matched by a similar 
crisis within capitalism: excess capacity and 
stagnating corporate profits, which led to the 
explosion in debt-financed speculation as a 
source of new profits.

The domestic automakers are failing be-
cause of overcapacity today (and poor busi-

ness decisions from before). The Wall Street 
Journal estimates global overcapacity in the 
auto industry is as high as 20 million cars 
— far in excess of domestic u.S. sales of 13 
million vehicles in 2008.

The free-market solution would be bank-
ruptcy, allowing the big Three to collapse 
and throwing the 240,000 auto workers they 
employ out of work. but the contagion would 
infect the entire supply chain: auto-parts sup-
pliers, steel, rubber and glass makers, trans-
portation, maintenance, repair, dealerships 
and foreign auto “transplants” that depend 
on the same supply chain.

This would lead to secondary business 
bankruptcies in Midwestern states where 
the auto industry is based and severe state 
and local government budget crises. and it 
would rob the country of an industrial base 
that could be manufacturing not just cars but 
mass transit systems, as well as researching 
and developing low-carbon fuels and ad-
vanced engine technologies.

Thus it makes sense to save domestic auto-
makers, but this means retaining overcapac-
ity — in fixed capital, plants and infrastruc-
ture, and labor — for years.

The full cost of salvaging the automakers 
is put at up to $125 billion by Mark Zandi, 
the chief economist of Moody’s economy.
com. as of mid-January, GM’s market capi-
talization was $2.4 billion and Ford’s was 
$5.2 billion. Given privately owned Chrysler 
is in the worst shape, the market value of the 
three automakers is well under $10 billion. 
The public could then just buy the companies 
for less than the $13.4 billion doled out so 
far, fire the failed management and make the 
shareholders and bondholders assume most 
losses. (The market is supposed to be about 
assuming risks after all.)

republicans want to pin Detroit’s woes 
on the united auto Workers, but their wages 
and benefits account for less than 10 percent 
of the sticker price of a domestic automobile, 
according to the Harbour report, a lead-
ing auto industry study. Forcing down auto 
workers pay would just exacerbate the de-
cline in consumer demand that underlies the 
recession.

The real culprits are the big Three execu-
tives who dished out big dividends during 
profitable times, lost billions on ill-planned 
acquisitions of foreign auto companies, stuck 
with gas-guzzling trucks and SuVs and 
fought greater fuel efficiency standards while 
gas prices climbed upwards.

It’s not just the automakers that need to be 
bailed out; the whole industry needs restruc-
turing from part-suppliers to carmakers to 
car dealers. This means having a clear plan 
for the nation’s economy.

The first principle should be the public 
owns what it pays for. Management could 
be outsourced and autoworkers given seats 

on the new boards. Targets could be set for 
wages and benefits, production levels, fuel 
efficiency and carbon emissions. The auto 
industry should be mandated to meet high-
mileage standards. To push consumers to buy 
fuel-efficient hybrids, a floating tax should be 
placed on oil to keep it above $100 a barrel.

a significant oil tax would have many oth-
er benefits, such as reducing greenhouse gas-
es far more effectively than carbon cap-and-
trade schemes in pollution permits (which 
the Obama administration favors so as to 
inflate another speculative financial bubble). 
an oil tax could spur a new alternative fuel 
and engine technologies, and it would reduce 
both the u.S. trade deficit and its imported 
oil habit.

To deal with retired autoworkers’ pen-
sions, Congress should bolster the u.S. Pen-
sion benefits Guaranty Corp., which has an 
$11 billion shortfall that would more than 
double if it had to take over the domestic 
automakers’ pensions. To deal with retir-
ees’ healthcare costs, universal single-payer 
healthcare would result in huge savings for 
businesses and households alike by eliminat-
ing almost all profits and administrative and 
bureaucratic costs.

but it would be a monumental political 
battle to take on oil companies, the automak-
ers, HMOs and drug companies, their allies 
in Congress, as well as the neoliberal ideo-
logues with a roost in every corporate media 
outlet.

Instead, Obama has cast his lot with the 
super-rich, which is of little surprise given 
his ties to Wall Street and big corporations. 
His call to “discuss” entitlements — meaning 
slash Social Security and Medicare — is an 
attempt to make working americans pay yet 
another time for the economic disaster.

Social Security can meet all its obligations 
until 2049 and is funded through the payroll 
tax. Talking about cutting Social Security indi-
cates Obama wants the government to default 
on the $2.4 trillion in treasury bonds in the 
trust fund. even if there was a need to default 
on government bonds, the pain should first be 
inflicted on the wealthy, foreign central banks 
and bailed-out corporations that hold these 
bonds. Similarly, any funding problems for 
Medicare (and Medicaid) could be eliminated 
clean with a universal single-payer plan.

This is why there is no honest debate. It 
would place tremendous pressure on wealthy 
individuals who made trillions of dollars off 
the speculative bubbles to pay. It would mean 
admitting that universal healthcare and edu-
cation is easily achievable, which could lead 
to demands for housing and food security to 
be basic rights. This would imperil our pyra-
mid-style economy, where wealth at the top 
is based on mass theft from below. and that’s 
the last thing the incoming Obama adminis-
tration wants to discuss. 

A Stalled Debate on the Economy

 

Arun Gupta and illustrator 

Frank Reynoso reveal how the 

economy spun out of control 

in their “Economic Crisis 

Slideshow,” found online at 

indypendent.org.
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financial crisis. Foster and Magdoff have
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want a clear and cogent explanation of
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book.”—IMMANUEL WALLERSTEIN, Yale
University

“We desperately need to put aside false
information about immigrants, to see
them as we see ourselves with honesty
and compassion. This book gives power-
ful meaning to the slogan ‘No Human
Being is Illegal.’ I hope it will be widely
read.”—HOWARD ZINN, author of A People’s
History of the United States

“A comprehensive, readable introduc-
tion to the history, structure, function-
ing, and yes, the problems of U.S.
unions. For labor and political
activists just coming on the scene or
veterans looking for that missing
overview, this is the best place to
start.”—KIM MOODY, founder of Labor
Notes

“. . . a voice of distinctive clarity, honesty,
and intellectual seriousness in and about
the labor movement. This collection per-
forms a valuable service in bringing togeth-
er a broad sample of his writing on class,
politics, and the trade union movement.”
—ADOLPH REED JR., University of Pennsylvania
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labor

By Bennett Baumer

after pouring at least $300 million into supporting 
Democratic candidates for the White House and 
Congress last year, labor unions are hoping that the 

new president will help enact their number one legislative 
priority: The employee Free Choice act (eFCa).

The act would allow workers to become officially union-
ized when more than half of the employees at a worksite 
sign union authorization cards. Once recognition is certi-
fied, the employer would be required to begin contract ne-
gotiations and reach an agreement within 120 days. Other-
wise, a government-appointed arbitrator could impose an 
agreement — a mechanism that already exists in public-
sector bargaining.

The eFCa is an attempt to address the near impossibility 
of unionizing private-sector workers these days.

To create momentum for the act, labor advocates are try-
ing to link it to Obama’s proposed stimulus package. They 
contend eFCa could give a significant boost to the national 
economy by lining workers’ pockets with higher wages and 
by providing greater job security.

unionized blue-collar workers earn on average $18.88 
per hour while their non-union counterparts garner $12.95 
on average, according to the bureau of Labor Statistics. 
unionized service employees earn $16.22 per hour, almost 
double non-union service workers.

Many economists say the current economic crisis has its 
roots in the decades-long decline in wages in the united 
States, which supports the argument for pushing for higher 
wages (and better benefits).

Writing in Monthly Review December 2008, economists 
John bellamy Foster and Fred Magdoff state “that real 
wages of private nonagricultural workers in the united 
States (in 1982 dollars) peaked in 1972 at $8.99 per hour, 
and by 2006 had fallen to $8.24 … despite the enormous 
growth in productivity and profits over the past few 
decades.”

Passing the eFCa will be difficult battle, however.
“union supporters are portraying the act as part of the 

economic stimulus package,” said labor writer Steve early. 
early thinks Senate support for eFCa is close to the filibus-
ter-proof 60 votes, but prominent Democrats are waffling 
on support. Labor needs to make it part of the economic 
package or the act “will run the risk of being pigeonholed” 
as a payback to a special interest that elected Democrats, 
early said.

big business is trying to paint eFCa as the end of the 
world and spent $50 million during the 2008 election cycle 
to defeat pro-eFCa candidates. Critics of eFCa, including 
1972 Democratic Party presidential nominee George Mc-
Govern, denounce eFCa for allegedly curtailing employee 
free choice by taking away the secret ballot election.

The 1935 Wagner act allowed the national Labor 
relations board (nLrb) to certify unionization efforts 

by either secret ballot elections or card checks. In 1947, 
the pro-business Taft-Hartley act ended card checks 
after union membership grew to about 35 percent of the 
workforce. a little more than 12 percent of the workforce is 
currently unionized, and only 7.5 of private-sector workers 
were union members as of the end of 2007.

“eFCa would give unions the option to have federal 
arbitrators write the terms of a binding contract, setting 
wages, benefits, hours, work rules, and all other terms of 
employment if negotiations between the employer and union 
fail,” wrote Home Depot co-founder bernard Marcus in 
Business Week. “… I’m also opposed to the dishonesty of 
some eFCa supporters who claim that worker coercion by 
employers in union elections is ‘the norm.’” 

according to a study published by the Center for 
economic and Policy research, about 25 percent of union 
election campaigns involve illegal firings and “almost one-
in-five union organizers or activists can expect to be fired as 
a result of their activities in a union election campaign.”

Currently, workers seeking to unionize must sign-up at 
least 30 percent of their coworkers on union authorization 
cards to participate in a nLrb-supervised elections that 
often are fraught with employer delays and coercion.

“That period of time before the vote and filing [for the 
election] with the nLrb is full of captive audience meet-
ings that play to fear,” said Cindy Harrity, Communication 
Workers of america Local 1298 organizer. Harrity added 
that, in a recent campaign at a Connecticut cable company, 
her union filed for an election where more than 70 percent 
of the workforce signed union authorization cards, but lost 
by two votes because of employer coercion.

The Human rights Watch report, “unfair advantages,” 
found that during union authorization elections, employers 
direct anti-union campaigns that often include compulsory 
meetings where workers are forced to listen to anti-union 
rhetoric and are threatened with workplace closings. 
The report also concluded that the nLrb’s enforcement 
mechanisms fail to dissuade employers from routinely 
violating labor laws.

Unions Hope For New Era of Organizing

THE UNION MAKES US STRONG: Organizers with the Justice 
for Janitors campaign in Los Angeles. According to one study, 
53 percent of U.S. workers would like to join a union. However, 
79 percent believe they could be fired for doing so.  
PHOTO: leadershipforchange.org
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THE SCIENCE: re-
nowned naSa cli-
mate scientist James 
Hansen said in 2006 
that the world had a 
10-year window of 
opportunity to act 
against global warming and prevent cata-
strophic climate change. 
POLICY: While Obama has called to making 
climate change a top priority, the only 10 year 
plan he has outlined is to eliminate u.S. de-
pendence on foreign oil — a positive national 
security measure, but not an action that will 
combat global warming.

THE SCIENCE: In order to minimize severe 
climate change, european nations are push-
ing for a global treaty that caps carbon 
dioxide emission levels at 450 parts per 
million (ppm). The current level is at 380 
ppm. but naSa’s Hansen and other nota-
ble figures — such as al Gore — are push-
ing for the standard to be set at 350 ppm. 
POLICY: according to the australian 
Stern review on the economics of Climate 
Change, britain, australia and the united 
States would have to cut carbon dioxide 
emissions by 5 percent each year over the 
next decade to hit the target of 450 ppm. 
Obama’s plan to reduce carbon emissions 
by 80 percent by 2050 would fall short, cut-
ting carbon dioxide by an average of only 
less than 3 percent each year.

THE SCIENCE: Many top climate scientists 
oppose caps on carbon dioxide emissions 
because they merely slow the rate at which 
fossil fuels are used — rather than preventing 
them from being used entirely, which they say 
is necessary. naSa’s Hansen favors a carbon 
tax with a 100 percent dividend. That way 
high carbon users are penalized and low car-
bon users are rewarded. 
POLICY: Obama wants to implement a 
cap-and-trade program to reduce green-
house emissions. In an open letter to the 
president-elect sent at the end of Decem-
ber, Hansen wrote, “this approach is 
ineffectual and not commensurate with 
the climate threat. It could waste anoth-
er decade, locking in disastrous conse-
quences for our planet and humanity.”

THE SCIENCE: according to water- 
encyclopedia.com, pollution caused by off-
shore drilling, production operations and 
spills or leaks from 
ships or tankers 
typically  contribute 
more than 7 percent 
of the total annual 
oil waste in oceans. 
POLICY: Obama  
has indicated he 
would allow off-
shore drilling if it was needed as part of a 
compromise in order to pass a comprehen-
sive energy bill.

THE SCIENCE: provides 23 percent of ameri-
ca’s energy, but emits about 40 percent of u.S. 
greenhouse gas pollution. There are many 
technological hurdles that must be overcome 
for carbon dioxide to be removed from coal 
in a safe, clean and economical manner. The 
“clean coal” movement has been criticized 

for being a cover 
to allow the build-
ing of new coal-
fired power plants 
with the hope 
that controversial 
proposed clean 
technology can be 
phased in later. 
POLICY:
Obama heartily 

supports the development of “clean coal” 
technology. Furthermore, he is calling for 
just 10 percent of electricity to come from 
clean renewable sources by 2012 and 25 
percent by 2050. Meanwhile, al Gore has 
called on the u.S. government to “commit 
to producing 100 percent of our electricity 
from renewable energy and truly clean car-
bon-free sources within 10 years.”

THE SCIENCE: The process of converting 
coal to oil produces nearly twice as much 
greenhouse gas emissions as the use of con-
ventional oil. 
POLICY: Obama co-introduced the Coal-
to-Liquid Fuel Promotion act of 2007, a 
bill that would help subsidize companies 
invested in coal-to-oil technologies.

THE SCIENCE: aside from 
producing 15 percent more 
carbon dioxide emissions 
than conventional oil, etha-
nol (fuel produced from 
plants such as corn and 
sugar cane) production 
intensifies the global food 
crisis and encourages clear-
ing of heavily forested areas 
(in large part by burning), 
such as vast areas of the amazon rainfor-
est, in order to grow these fuel cash crops. 
Forests help combat global warming by re-
moving carbon from the atmosphere.
POLICY: Obama is a staunch supporter of 
biofuels, particularly ethanol — as are many 
of his cabinet picks. The Energy Tribune re-
cently called Obama, Tom Vilsack (Secretary 
of agriculture nominee) and Ken Salazar 
(Secretary of Interior nominee) the “ethanol 
scammers’ dream team.” Stephen Chu, the 
nominee for Secretary of energy, has called 
corn-based ethanol a transitional fuel crop.

THE SCIENCE: The process of building 
enough nuclear power plants to meet u.S. 
energy needs would increase greenhouse 
emissions dramatically. not only would large 
power plants have to be constructed, but the 
mining, processing 
and transportation 
of uranium is energy 
intensive, as is the 
energy costs of 
management of the 
remaining radioactive 
waste.
POLICY: 
Obama favors nucle-
ar as one component of the u.S. energy mix, 
but is also not ready to move forward with 
the building of new plants, based on prolif-
eration and waste disposal issues.

THE SCIENCE: approximately one-third 
of carbon dioxide emissions are produced 
by agriculture and land use changes. The 
livestock industry alone is responsible 
for 18 percent 
of emissions. 
Feedlots are 
highly fossil-
fuel dependent, 
from the fertil-
izers and pes-
ticides used to 
grow the grain 
that feed the 
animals to the shipment of the grain and 
ultimately the meat. 
POLICY: The u.n. Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change has recommended 
people reduce meat consumption. However, 
Obama has never touched on the subject 
of eating less meat and neither has his 
nomination for Secretary of agriculture 
Tom Vilsack, who actually expanded 
feedlots during his tenure as the governor of 
Iowa. The Organic Consumers association 
has described Vilsack as “another shill for 
Monsanto and corporate agribusiness.”

GRASSROOTS FOR THE EARTH

W   hile politicians struggle to address 
climate change, social and environ-
mental movements are attempting 

to pick up the slack in dramatic fashion. Lead-
ing voices, such as environmental authors Bill 
McKibben and Wendell Berry, are helping or-
ganize a large-scale “civil act of civil disobedi-
ence” at a coal-fired power plant near Wash-
ington, D.C., March 2 as a wake-up call to the 
policymakers on Capitol Hill.

In the days leading up to this action, the second 
national youth summit to solve the climate crisis 
will take place in the capital. The organizers, who 
are calling this gathering Power Shift ’09, aim to 
push the Obama administration and Congress 
to pass “bold, comprehensive, and just national 
climate legislation before entering international 
climate negotiations in December 2009.”

Such a landmark transition for this country 
would signal hope for the U.N. Climate Change 
Conference in Copenhagen beginning Nov. 30. A 
global network of climate justice groups already 
organizing mass nonviolent direct actions for 
those two weeks has called this conference “the 
most important summit on climate change ever to 
have taken place.” While previous U.N. climate 
conferences have provided nothing but “empty 
rhetoric and a green-washed blueprint for busi-
ness-as-usual,” as a Copenhagen-based climate 
activist organization explained, this year’s is sure 
to be “one the leaders will never forget.”

The past couple years have produced some 
unforgettable moments as well. Thirty-seven 
people were arrested in July for chaining them-
selves to train tracks that lead to the world’s 
largest coal terminal in southern Australia. 
London’s Heathrow Airport was the target of 
a weeklong protest in August 2007 when an 
estimated 1,500 people demonstrated against 
the construction of a new runway and to raise 
awareness of the high carbon footprint of air-
line travel. Meanwhile, in the United States, 
the grassroots campaign Step It Up organized 
1,400 demonstrations in April 2007 to demand 
that Congress cut carbon 80 percent by 2050.

Environmental activists have managed to 
delay or squash 78 of a proposed 150 new coal-
fired plants in the United States within the past 
four years. Many noteworthy figures have been 
pushing for direct action against the construc-
tion of new coal plants, including former Vice 
President Al Gore, who told an crowd at the 
Clinton Global Initiative last September, “we 
have reached the stage where it is time for civil 
disobedience to prevent the construction of new 
coal plants that do not have carbon capture and 
sequestration.” Members of the climate justice 
organization RisingTide, meanwhile, have car-
ried out several direct actions against proposed 
coal-fired plant sites. Together with other orga-
nizations including Rainforest Action Network, 
they have led a campaign against large banks 
that have millions of dollars of investments in the 
coal industry.

Given the deaf ear policymakers continue 
turned toward climate experts, direct action will 
no doubt speak louder than the science.

—B.F.
For more information:
-350.org
-powershift09.org
-ran.org/get_involved
-klimax2009.org
-risingtidenorthamerica.org
-coolcities.us
-climatechallenge.org

A Political Climate Change
By Bryan Farrell

Future generations will probably regard the bush administra-
tion as the most environmentally destructive presidency in 
history. but it will not just be for the reasons fresh on our 

minds today — namely the rollback of many major environmental 
laws of the last four decades. The bush years, will also be remem-
bered for its neglect and outright denial of climate realities, crucial 
time that could have been spent preventing the planet from warm-
ing beyond a manageable level.

The failure to address climate change these past eight years has forced 

many scientists to call for stricter global emissions targets. If barack 
Obama fulfills his proposed pledge to re-engage with the u.n. 
Convention on Climate Change, he will be entering an ex-
tremely contentious debate.

Obama’s environmental policies may be leaps and 
bounds ahead of those of his predecessor, but he will have 
to play catch-up when it comes to establishing a respect-
able climate policy. a look at what Obama proposes 
reveals that the united States is not headed for the type 
of radical reform necessary to become a climate leader and avert 
widespread catastrophe.

RADICALGRAPHICS.ORG

climate change
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1. Uproot the SyStem
We cannot  afford just to target the 
symptoms of the system or organize around 
single issues. Organizing with a holistic 
framework provides a convergence space 
where everyone who fights against the 
system (capitalism, empire, imperialism, 
neoliberalism, etc.) and its effects on our 
communities can make common cause. 
This overarching framework helps globally 
focused activists to anchor their work in local 

struggles against the impact of the global 
system (like workers’ rights, environmental 
justice, and anti-privatization fights) and 
local organizers to reframe their struggles 
within their global context (anti-corporate 
globalization), allowing our efforts to be 
complementary and cumulative rather than 
competitive or unrelated. It is not easy and 
goes against many conventions, but it is key 
to building a hopeful flourishing network 
of movements that spans the globe.

2. organize Strategically
Carrying out one-time actions or mobili-
zations or repeating our favorite or most  
familiar tactic (marches, conferences, street 
theater, direct action, educational events, 
etc.) without ongoing campaigns with clear 
long-range goals and vision — as well as 
short-term, winnable interim goals — can 
lead to burnout and is unlikely to build 
long-term movements to make change. This 
is essential as we push Obama to bring our 
troops home from Iraq, afghanistan and 
the rest of the planet and to stand up to 
corporations and the economic system that 
underlies so many of the problems we face. 
With Obama in office, the cutting edge of 
organizing for change will be to clearly  
define and publicize very understandable de-
mands. For example, it is not enough to say 
“end the war,” which Obama also says; we 
must also outline benchmarks of what ending  
the war means, such as troop removal  
before the 16-month deadline he committed  
to in his campaign, bringing all troops and 
private contractors home, closing all military  
bases and stopping the corporate takeover 
of Iraq’s natural resources.

3. BUild people power
People directly asserting their power can win 
changes and shift underlying power relation-
ships. We have seen this in the 1999 shutdown 
of World Trade Organization meetings in Seattle 
and in anti-corporate successes like the Coalition 
of Imokalee Farm Workers’ recent victory over 
burger King or the Water Wars in Cochabamba, 
bolivia, where a mobilized citizenry drove out 
the u.S.-based bechtel Corporation, which tried 
to increase water rates by 300 percent. If move-
ments do not articulate our own people power-
based strategies to realize change, activists will be 
demobilized every two or four years as people get 
drawn into the official channels for change 
— national elections. We saw this in 2004, 
when, lacking a viable well-publicized strat-
egy to stop the Iraq War, many people instead 
worked to defeat bush. Whatever one’s belief 
about elections, parties or politicians, most agree 

that it is independent movements that force (or 
support) politicians to make positive changes.

4. experimentS in the laBoratory 
oF reSiStance
nobody knows exactly how to change things. 
Developing new forms of resistance, commu-
nication and organizing is essential. alter-
nately, when we overuse a model or rhetoric 
that worked once or fetishize and base our 
identity on a certain device (like parading gi-
ant puppets, street reclaiming parties, black 
bloc, vigils or Seattle-style shutdowns), not 
only can our tactics be more easily repressed 
or co-opted, but the general public can be 
inoculated against them. Our actions are ex-
periments in a laboratory of resistance. The 
value of any experiment comes when we ana-
lyze and reflect together on what worked and 
what did not and why. Creating a culture of 
creativity, reflection and analysis is key.

5. tell oUr own StorieS
The world is made of stories, and our 
struggles for social change are battles of 
competing stories. Our actions can be our 
most powerful storytelling, like the 1994 
Zapatista uprising in southern Mexico, 
the 1999 Seattle shutdown, or the Feb. 15, 
2003, global antiwar protest of millions of 
people around the world. The system fights 
back by trying to take control of the mean-
ing of our stories and by telling its own sto-
ries, like the post-September 11 “War on 
Terror.” Can we become powerful storytell-
ers and win control of the meaning of our 
stories? Can we also support and nurture 
the independent media outlets (like The  
Indypendent!) that amplify our stories?

David Solnit organized with the Direct Action 
Network in Seattle in 1999 and currently 
works with Courage to Resist supporting GI 
resistance. He edited Globalize Liberation, 
co-wrote army of none with Aimee Allison 
and has co-written/edited with Rebecca 
Solnit the forthcoming book The battle of the 
Story of the battle of Seattle (AK Press).

Organizing to Win
By David Solnit

barack Obama’s election seems to have dispelled some of the despair that grew up in 
the repressive war-making aftermath of September 11 and the subsequent invasion of 
Iraq and bush’s re-election. This is good for organizing — people step up out of hope, 

not despair. Many of us who have a deep critique of Democrats, political parties and politi-
cians, however, are left conflicted or confused. Whether we will see the opening of a space 
for real positive changes or an era in which movements and resistance get co-opted depends 
on whether and how we organize — and if we learn key lessons from past global justice (and 
other) organizing and understand how Obama’s campaign (and the independent efforts for 
Obama) communicated, organized and inspired.

Here are five lessons that I learned from reflecting on the Seattle World Trade 
Organization meeting shutdown nine years ago and grassroots campaigns against war 
and corporate globalization since:

Why does best-selling author Naomi Klein call The Indypendent 
“utterly unique?” Because we help people understand the 
dramatic political and economic changes around the world. More 
than that, we provide a grassroots view on how change is really 
made. As we move forward into this extraordinary moment in 
history, don’t go without The Indypendent!

people power: Demonstrators march in the streets of New York City during the 2004 Republican 
National Convention. PHOTO: ANDREWSTERN.NET
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Arun Gupta, Jacob Scheier and Sarah Secunda contributed to this article. Layout by Anna Gold. 

IRAQ/AFGHANISTAN WARS
OBAMA’S PLAN: Obama has called for a phased withdrawal of all u.S. combat brigades in 
the first 16 months of his administration — if conditions are deemed “favorable.” However, 
Obama would still maintain a “residual force” in Iraq to engage in “counterterrorism” ef-
forts against insurgents, protect u.S. diplomatic and civilian personnel and train and support 
Iraqi security forces. He has been silent about withdrawing the 140,000 mercenaries that sup-
port the occupation. author and Indypendent contributor Jeremy Scahill argues that Obama’s 
withdrawal plan could leave as many as 60,000 u.S. troops in Iraq, alongside a similar number 
of mercenaries.

The invasion and occupation of Iraq has resulted in the deaths of hundreds of thousands of 
Iraqis, and much of Iraq’s infrastructure remains in shambles. also, the united States has pur-
sued a divide-and-rule strategy that has pitted Iraq’s various ethnic and religious communities 
against each other.

under Obama’s plan, afghanistan would become the “central front in the war on terror.” 
The number of u.S. troops in afghanistan is projected to double from 30,000 to 60,000 this 
year with a boost from combat troops freed up from Iraq. The afghanistan war has spread into 
Pakistan, however, pitting Pakistani troops against a homegrown guerrilla force sometimes 
called the Pakistani Taliban. Obama has indicated he would continue the bush administration 
tactics of unilateral u.S. attacks within Pakistan, which are further destabilizing the region.

WHAT WE NEED: Instead of rebranding the occupation, Obama should pursue a rapid and 
complete withdrawal from Iraq. In its negotiations with the bush administration on a Status of 
Forces agreement, Iraq’s government has insisted that all u.S. troops should exit the country 
by the end of 2011, but the agreement is likely to leave loopholes so forces can remain past that 
date. Why wait for the door to hit us on the ass?

Let the Iraqis take charge of their country and oil reserves, and let them address their sectar-
ian schisms, which have been stoked by the united States. If we want to help, we can do so by 
paying reparations for what was always a war of choice.

In afghanistan, the u.S.-led reconstruction is in ruins after seven years and the insurgen-
cy has intensified as the number of international troops has grown from 40,000 to 70,000 
throughout the past two years. Obama should convene multi-party peace talks that include 
the Taliban as the first step toward a full u.S. withdrawal. To address the root causes of the 
conflict, the united States should fund the development of locally oriented economies, instead 
of pushing export-based industries as a solution.

Finally, cut all military, security and intelligence spending by at least 25 percent by the end 
of first term.

TAKING ACTION: Iraq Veterans against the War has emerged as the moral center of the anti-
war movement. To find out how you can help support them, see ivaw.org. Look for groups like 
CodePink to raise a ruckus in the spring when Congress prepares to sign off on another $150 
billion or so to finance the two wars for another year (codepink4peace.org).

THE ECONOMY
OBAMA’S PLAN: It appears Obama will propose an economic stimulus pack-
age of $700 to $800 billion over two years that offers a mix of spending on 
public works, unemployment insurance and food stamps — as well as tax cuts 
for individuals and businesses. He has backed away from his pledge to restore 
top marginal tax rates from 35 to 39 percent. as for the financial industry, 
Obama vows to impose more stringent regulations. He also wants Congress 
to hand him the other half of the $700 billion in bailout money, which he 
says he will use to help community banks, small businesses, consumers and 

homeowners, as well as large financial institutions. Obama has dropped 
strong hints that looming trillion dollar deficits will be paid for by future cuts 

in Social Security and Medicare.

WHAT WE NEED: a much larger bailout ($2 trillion over two years) that focuses on 
job creation and getting money into the hands of poor and middle-income families.

Obama’s proposed tax credit for companies that hire new workers could easily be abused 
and makes no sense with consumer demand plummeting. Offer homeowners who can no 

longer afford their mortgages the opportunity to become renters. Trying to prop up inflated 
home values through “foreclosure prevention” is another way of subsidizing bad bank loans.
We must restructure, not reform, the financial industry. any attempts at re-regulation will be 
watered down by intensive lobbying, and any legislation that passes will find its enforcement 
hindered. Instead, nationalize the commercial banking sector. If any bank or insurance 
company is too big to fail, take it over. Same goes with any corporation seeking a bailout, 
such as General Motors or Chrysler. If they receive public funds that exceed their market 
capitalization, then the public should own them. Top executives of these firms should be 
fired and replaced with managers charged to work in the public interest.

abolish the Federal reserve and create a central bank that is open, transparent and 
accountable to the public, not the current one, which is a secret club for private banks. 

ban all trading in derivatives, which are financial products based on an underlying asset. 
(They are like a side bet on a baseball game, such as gambling on how many strikeouts 

a pitcher will record.)
Only allow futures trading for producers and consumers of commodities, 
such as farmers that grow grains or airlines that use fuel. To deal with the 
economic crisis, address the stagnant wages of the last 35 years by raising 
taxes on the wealthy and corporations, and making the organizing climate 
easier for unions, all of which will lead to rising incomes.

TAKING ACTION: For grassroots organizing and strategizing around 
economic issues, go to bailoutmainstreet.com.

GREEN DEAL/RENEWABLE ENERGY
OBAMA’S PLAN: He has vowed to create 5 million new jobs by pursuing a “Green Deal,” such as 
by investing $150 billion in alternative energy in the next 10 years. He has also promised to have 1 
million plug-in hybrid cars on the road by 2015 and to have 25 percent of u.S. electricity come from 
renewable sources by 2025.

WHAT WE NEED: Obama’s call to ramp up investment in wind and solar is a start, and the money 
saved by winding down two wars and cutting military spending will go a long way toward funding 
such initiatives. However, scrap plans for subsidizing so-called “clean coal”, biofuels and a new gen-
eration of nuclear power plants. Viable carbon sequestration technologies do not exist. using food 
for fuel exacerbates rising food prices and world hunger. nuclear power is neither safe nor cost-effec-
tive, and it raises environmental justice concerns because a majority of the mining and processing of 
uranium occurs on lands held by native american Tribes.

eighty percent of americans live in metropolitan areas and a wide array of urban sustainability ini-
tiatives should be launched from funding more mass transit and bicycling to promoting urban farm-
ing and more public green space and reversing sprawl in favor of shifting people into cities, which 
can be much less resource intensive than suburbs or rural areas. Carbon emissions should be heavily 
taxed as a step towards combating global warming. Ditch carbon cap-and-trade schemes, which are 
rife with fraud and may turn into the next speculative bubble as financial firms have already opened 
up carbon-trading desks in anticipation of the huge profits that can be made.

TAKING ACTION: For more on efforts to develop a “Green Deal”, go to apolloalliance.org, bluegreen-
alliance.org or greenforall.org. For more radical environmental activism see risingtidenorthamerica.
org or earthfirst.org. To learn more about so-called “clean coal,” go to mountainjusticesummer.org.

OBAMA’S PLAN:
Obama supports republican-
led efforts to spend billions on 
stepped-up border enforcement. He also 
supported the 2006 immigration reform plan 
that featured a guest worker program and a burdensome path to citizenship, which would 
have discouraged most undocumented immigrants from coming out of the shadows to legalize 
their residency. More enforcement-driven immigration means politically connected private 
prison companies, like Correction Corporations of america, will continue to reap enormous 
profits from warehousing detainees.

WHAT WE NEED: Stop workplace raids and mass deportations by the u.S. Department of 
Homeland Security that are terrorizing entire immigrant communities. Guarantee immi-
grant workers the same rights as citizens. It’s the only way to prevent employers from pitting 
one group of workers against another — to the detriment of all. a guest worker program 
would create a two-tier labor system. end support for unjust trade agreements like the north 
american Free Trade agreement (naFTa) and the Central american Free Trade agreement 
(CaFTa) that have driven more than a million small farmers off their lands and sent them 
migrating north. In the face of widespread immigrant bashing, what we may need first is for 
Obama to lead a national discussion on how immigrants make the united States a more dy-
namic and prosperous society.

TAKING ACTION: Check out the websites of the national network for Immigrant and 
refugee rights (nnirr.org) and the national Immigration Law Center (nilc.org).

HEALTHCARE
OBAMA’S PLAN: Provide subsidies and tax credits so people can 
afford insurance from the private sector or from a new public plan. 
The government, like some employers do now, would pay a portion of the 
premium. Obama wants to fund it by repealing the bush tax cuts for those mak-
ing more than $250,000 annually. Large employers that do not offer “meaningful” 
coverage to employees would be penalized, with the funds going to subsidize individual 
insurance policies. The plan would require insurance companies to accept everyone, regardless 
of pre-existing medical conditions. additionally, Obama’s plan would try to reduce administra-
tive costs and establish mandatory universal children’s healthcare.

PITFALLS: even with subsidies, many people will be unable to afford healthcare coverage. 
“Meaningful” coverage is poorly defined and insurance companies would fiercely resist re-
quirements to accept all customers because it would cut into their profits. Obama is trying to 
reduce costs for the individual without confronting the for-profit model, which is the primary 
factor in spiraling healthcare costs.

WHAT WE NEED: Medicare for all! established in the 1960s, this single-payer program pro-
vides affordable medical coverage for all of the 40 million senior citizens in the united States 
and has far less overhead than private insurance programs. Taxes would have to be increased 
to bring everyone into Medicare, but most people’s healthcare costs would go down while the 
quality of care would increase. Complex schemes, such as Obama’s, are engineered to allow 
insurance and pharmaceutical companies to keep sucking up vast profits.

TAKING ACTION: Healthcare now!, a coalition of dozens of progressive groups with chap-
ters in over 300 cities, is the main force behind H.r. 676, which would establish a universal, 
single-payer healthcare system. H.r. 676 currently has 90 co-sponsors in the u.S. House of 
representatives. For more information, go to healthcare-now.org.

Busting ghosts of hope
Expectations for Barack Obama’s presidency have continued to soar since his historic election.  
Millions believe change is possible. But what kind of change? And to whose benefit? 

Our country and our world are in crisis, and the tepid, 
incremental reforms Obama has been emphasizing aren’t 

going to cut it. It’s time to think outside the box.

IMMIGRATION

ALL OBAMA, ALL THE TIME
To read more Indypendent  

coverage about Barack Obama, 
see indypendent.org/obama

By John Tarleton
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Post-Palin Feminism

By Abby Scher

from the podium at the Christian 
right’s Values Voter Summit in mid-
September, Kate O’beirne of the na-

tional review Institute pronounced that the 
“selection of Sarah Palin [as the GOP vice 
presidential nominee] sounded the death 
knell of modern american feminism.”

“She’s a prick to the liberal establish-
ment, to the feminists and to the men who 
fear them,” she jeered.

but as “Palin Power” surged through the 
halls of the Hilton Washington that day 
and through the republican Party base in 
later weeks, her vice-presidential candi-
dacy revealed a generational cleavage that 
conservative elders may not have expected. 
because even as older conservatives decried 
anything feminist, many younger activists 
in the hall were supportive of Sarah Palin’s 
“free-market” feminism.

Sarah Palin is by no means a liberal femi-
nist. She has expressed off-again, on-again 
support for talking about condoms during 
sex education, shown ambivalence about 
benefiting from Title IX, which bans sex 
discrimination in educational institutions, 
and is associated with the group feminists 
for Life. but Palin gave viable political form 
to a free-market feminism that until now 
was largely championed by a few intellectu-
als and pundits based in conservative belt-
way think tanks. as the GOP regroups in 
the Obama era, it may find this feminism 
useful as it softens the culture war crusade 
that is so off-putting to moderate republi-
cans and independents alike.

“for such a long time, the powerful 
women in Washington were all touting 
pro-choice as pro-woman. People like Sen. 
Hillary Clinton and House Speaker nancy 
Pelosi were the role models,” says emily bu-
chanan, the young executive director of the 
Susan b. anthony List, which seeks to elect 
pro-life women to office. “[Palin] embodies 
the american woman. She’s independent. 
She speaks her mind. but she also embodies 
the traditional values that are so important 
to americans.”

another staffer, justin aguila, 23, said 
“There’s a great picture of her with her son 
in a sling signing a law,” adding, “My moth-

er is not usually involved 
in the political process and 
now she is.”

buchanan agreed, “She’s 
paved the way for tradition-
al women in office. I hope 
we see our mothers running 
for office; that they see the 
connection starting at the 
community level.”

To them, Palin’s attrac-
tion is that she is “normal,” 
a word heard as often in 
interviews as “traditional.” 
She wears makeup. She is 
pretty. She is an evangelical 

Christian. She is anti-abor-
tion. She is also white.

Palin’s campaign reveals a 
surprising transition in what 

conservative Christians (including 
both evangelicals and roman Catho-

lics) mean by traditional woman: not a 
stay-at-home mom but someone who be-
lieves in a heterosexual nuclear family and 
conservative “family values.” by contrast, 
“biblical womanhood” is the phrase used 
by neo-Calvinists and others to describe 
submissive stay-at-home moms who are 
expected to ask their husbands how they 
should vote. During the election, champi-
ons of biblical womanhood such as Doug 
Phillips of the home-schooling ministry 
Vision forum opposed Palin’s candidacy 
on the grounds that God did not mean for 
women to lord over men or depart from be-
ing “keepers of the home.” Phillips called 
Palin’s selection “the single most danger-
ous event in the conscience of the Christian 
community in the last 10 years.”

redefining the traditional to embrace 
egalitarian working moms builds on larger 
shifts seen among evangelicals. as W. brad-
ford Wilcox argues, white evangelical Prot-
estants typically talk right but go left: they 
want “traditional” families while having the 
same messy family lives as everyone else, in-
cluding one of the highest rates of divorce in 
the country.. evangelicals share the econom-
ic challenges facing the rest of the country, 
where two-income families are a necessity.

Powerful “traditional” women balanc-
ing work and domesticity are no big deal, 
says joy yearout, Susan b. anthony List’s 
legislative and political director. yearout 
explains the continued enthusiasm for Palin 
following the republicans’ defeat. “She 
doesn’t see gender as something that is vic-
timizing. She doesn’t see it as a barrier.”

This suggestion that progressive feminists 
peddle victimology is a popular position on 
the right, particularly with the free-mar-
ket feminists at the Independent Women’s 
forum (IWf). The IWf staff do not all 
identify as feminists, although director Mi-
chelle bernard does so and states there can 
be such a thing as a “limited-government” 
or “red-state” feminist.

IWf says it offers a feminist alternative to 
the progressives at national Organization 
for Women who exaggerate their victim-
hood to support big government policies.

IWf champions “limited government, 
equality under the law, property rights, 
free markets, strong families, and a pow-
erful and effective national defense and 
foreign policy.” It promotes school choice, 
conservative women’s groups on campuses 

and women’s issues in the Muslim world. 
and while O’beirne, an emerita IWf board 
member, trashes feminists in general (while 
saying she always supported equal oppor-
tunity in the workplace), others on the right 
criticize the group for continuing to identify 
with the women’s movement at all. Maybe 
that’s why its staff so vigorously attacks lib-
eral feminists.

“We are in the midst of third-wave femi-
nism,” argues IWf Director bernard. “young 
women look at it very differently than Gloria 
Steinem. feminism was about women’s right 
to choose the way they want to live.” “eq-
uity” or free-market feminists like Christina 
Hoff Sommers of the american enterprise 
Institute support women’s equal capacity to 
men and their right to be treated equally in 
the workplace and schools, while opposing 
affirmative action, family-leave laws and oth-
er government programs to ensure that this 
equal treatment happens. Like other conser-
vatives, they see it as up to the individual to 
compete in the market, no matter what back-
ground or resources they bring to bear.

The free market feminism of bernard, 
Sommers and some conservative Christians 
is part of a lineage of right-wing feminism 
that goes back to the post-suffrage national 
Woman’s Party, which became the home 
of more privileged women who supported 
a free market and were vigorously anti-
communist.

Such women are entangled in class 
politics. for them, feminism does not lead 
to support grander claims for economic 
justice.

The Sarah Palin phenomenon seems to 
be enlarging the small crew of free-market 
feminists. equal “rules of the game” not 
substantive equality is the goal.

Their economic vision is in line with both 
the Heritage foundation and the Christian 
right’s family research Council in explic-
itly promoting a free market and “small 
government” ideology. for free-market 
Christians, it is important to shrink the gov-
ernment and institute reforms like creating a 
system of school vouchers so parents can use 
the money to pay for Christian schools.

This is a position pushed by the new gen-
eration of conservative Christian women 
politicians like rep. Michelle bachmann 
(r-Minn.) and Sarah Palin. both received 
their political training as conservative pro-
life evangelicals, balancing a demanding 
public life with a large family and merging 
their family values ideology with market-
friendly analysis.

young conservatives are inspired by 
Palin’s sense of possibility as a liberated 
woman embracing “traditional” Christian, 
heterosexual, anti-abortion — and gender 
egalitarian — values.

Where this new energy takes them is 
anyone’s guess. but with red states lagging 
in the number of women in elected office, 
and the GOP’s white male complexion now 
recognized as a problem by some of those 
white men hoping to win back national 
power, the free-market feminists might find 
some support from the top of their party in 
the coming months.

Abby Scher is a sociologist and editor of 
The Public eye. A longer version of this 
article with footnotes is available at www.
publiceye.org.
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Interview with Palestinian journalist Sameh a. Habeeb by 
Zahra Hankir of The Indypendent, Jan. 4

Zahra hankir: What is the current humanitarian situa-
tion on the ground in Gaza?
Sameh a. habeeb: If we counted the things that are miss-
ing and that we need, we would not finish [this interview]. 
There is no bread. There is no sugar. There is no gas. There 
is no fuel. There is no electricity, and there is no wood. 
There is no cement. Everything you can imagine, we do not 
have. and this was a problem that started with the block-
ade and that has accentuated since the attacks began. It was 
pre-planned. It is not only a matter of a rocket being fired 
here and there. It is a strategy that Israel has followed.

Zh: What has been the general attitude of Palestinians in 
Gaza toward Hamas?
Sah: The main concern for the Palestinian people now is 
how to find food, how to light candles, how to keep warm. 
They do not think much about politics. Generally, sup-
port for Hamas is still 
there, and the decisive 
battle would be prov-
ing whether Hamas will 
have support or not as 
it still did not [attack] 
“hot” areas.

Zh: What is your current 
living situation?
Sah: I live in Gaza 
City, two kilometers 
from the Israeli bor-
ders. Since the begin-
ning of the blockade, 
which was imposed 20 
months ago, and since 
the beginning of the 
war, my life has been 
turned upside down. 
There is no gas. no 
power. no Internet. I 
charge my laptop by 
going here and there 
to get Internet, but generally, there is no fuel, no gaso-
line, and no oil. In the humanitarian aspect, we do 
not have anything now. Today I wanted to go to the 
market to bring home some food. Thank God, I did not 
go; there was a massacre from artillery shells. Israelis hit 
the market — the busiest market in Gaza.

Imagine a life with no Internet. no power. no food. 
Confined to your house with no work. I spend a lot of time 
on my bed covering myself with blankets because it is so 
cold. There is no heating. I think. I think. I think.

Zh: How have you managed to carry on work as a journal-
ist, balancing demands of the job while keeping yourself 
and your family safe?
Sah: It is too hazardous to go out whenever I want to. I 
sometimes go out to take photos, but I’m generally scared 
to go out because they [the Israelis] restrict all kinds of 
journalism.

as for the things I do, I have my laptop that I charge from 
time to time. I visit friends who have power in other areas. I 
sometimes go some kilometers away to get power.

I charge the laptop and then I call friends to get their 
news. I have sources in various areas. I call doctors to learn 
of what is happening in the hospitals. I listen to the radio 
stations. I have an amalgam of sources, really. and I make 
sure to write and report them at the end of the day.

Sameh A. Habeeb writes for gazatoday.blogspot.com. For 
the full interview, see indypendent.org/habeeb-interview.

First Person

By Rami Almeghari, Palestinian refugee.

Posted Jan. 5

My family is from Karatiya village, a few kilo-
meters away from the Gaza Strip in what is 
now called Israel. Karatiya is one of the 450 

towns in historical Palestine that were cleansed by Zi-
onist militias in 1948, displacing my family along with 
hundreds of thousands of other Palestinians.

I now live in Maghazi refugee camp in the Gaza Strip, 
which is currently being bombarded by Israel from tanks 
along the border, american-manufactured F-16s in the sky, 
and from the sea. Last night Israeli forces invaded the Gaza 
Strip and heavy fighting is happening in the northern strip 
and east of Gaza City.

I have just come back to my computer that I’m using 
when there is electricity. There are electricity cuts here that 
are very prolonged throughout the day. I manage to use a 
power generator for my computer when the electricity is 
out but the generator needs fuel, which is scarce here in 
Gaza because Israel has closed the border and everything 
is locked down right now. Shortly I will run out of fuel to 
run the generator and stay online; this will be devastating 
because I am a journalist.

... Earlier today I went out into the neighborhood to 
try to get something from the shop and to talk with 
some neighbors — really that’s what all people in Gaza 
are trying to do right now. The main roads in Gaza are 
almost totally devoid of cars and people. People are 
staying near their houses and leaving only in the case 
of an emergency.

I found that my neighbors are dealing very patiently 
with what is happening right now. They don’t have 
any place to go and are staying close to their homes, 
expecting that the worse has yet to come. However, 
they are saying that they will remain steadfast in their 
homeland and neighborhood and homes, even if Isra-
el destroys Gaza completely. These people have been 
refugees for six decades and this conflict is one of ex-
istence — the Israelis don’t want the Palestinians to 
exist and hope they will go to Egypt and Jordan. refu-
gees recognize this, and they are remaining steadfast 
in their homeland.

A longer version of this article originally appeared on elec-
tronicintifada.net.

By Eva Bartlett, human rights advocate.

Posted Jan. 2

In the haze of dust and 
smoke from the latest F-16 
strike, a family evacuates 

its home. The dispatcher at the 
Jabaliya Palestine red Crescent 
Society (PrCS) receives call af-
ter call from terrified residents 
fleeing their homes. It’s a new 
year, a new nakba, and an old 
scene; Israel is bombarding 
Gaza once again and the world 
is standing idly by.

We are four ambulances out 
tonight, versus two last night. The ambulances weave 
nimbly along blacked-out streets of a manufactured ghost 
town — like the streets all over Gaza — dodging fresh 
piles of rubble.

It’s absolutely impossible, unbelievable, it’s a mas-
sacre. “They know no limits now,” the medics report. 
“They are going crazy.”

We pass shells of houses, mosques, schools and shops 
and see streams of panicked residents fleeing for their lives. 
Many more began to flee this morning after yet another 
night of bombardment on and around their houses. 

This morning when Israeli planes dropped the flyers 
announcing their intention to bomb the northern regions 
in collective punishment, residents believed it. The lights 
in Jabaliya’s PrCS stations are out, the power has just cut 
off. In the dark and cold, the sounds of explosions outside 
are more pronounced.

acrid smoke from the shelling poisons the air. The feeling 
of being utterly surrounded by war planes, tanks, bulldozers 
and warships increases as news comes of the latest attack 
around Gaza: an orphanage in Gaza City, near the Palestine 
Mosque, with whispers that the holy place is next, marking 
at least ten mosques destroyed. The number of dead and in-
jured from the attack on the Ibrahim al-Makadma Mosque 
today is 11 and 50 respectively, and rising.

A longer version of this article originally appeared on elec-
tronicintifada.net. Eva Bartlett is a Canadian human rights 
advocate who spent eight months in 2007 living in West 
Bank communities and four months in Cairo and at the Ra-
fah crossing. She has been in Gaza since November.

“We are Four ambulanceS out tonight” “thiS conFlict iS one oF exiStence”

“everything you can imagine, We do not have.”

Reports from Hell

Sameh a. habeeb

eva bartlett

collateral damage: Rescue workers free a man as another pleads for  
help from underneath the rubble of a building destroyed by an Israeli air  
strike Dec. 28 in Gaza City, Gaza. PHOTO: AmIR FARsHAD EbRAHImI
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Despite the so-called “liberal” media’s 
endless barrage of pro-Israeli 
propaganda, a significant portion 

of the u.S. public is opposed to the current 
attack on Gaza. as the casualties mount 
and peace is pushed further out of reach, 
The Indypendent’s Jaisal noor exposes 
three big myths of the conflict.

By Jaisal Noor

myth # 1
The root of the conflict is that Hamas 
is a terrorist organization bent on the 
destruction of Israel.

It is true that Hamas commits unjus-
tifiable terrorist acts and is on the united 
States’ terror list. The “terrorist” label is 
often used against enemies of u.S.-sup-
ported countries. When it was deemed in 
their interest, Israel and the united States 
bolstered both Hamas and its predecessor 
the Muslim Brotherhood. Terrorist tactics 
were also used by the groups Irgun and the 
Stern Gang to aid in the creation of a Jewish 
state. Meanwhile, Israel stands accused of 
indiscriminately targeting civilians by the 
united nations and human rights groups.

The “terror” list currently includes the 
Lebanese Hezbullah which was born from 
the resistance to the 1982 Israeli invasion, 
and until last year included nobel Peace 
Prize winner nelson Mandela’s african 
national Congress.

another former member of the u.S. terror 
list is the Palestine Liberation Organization 
(PLO). The original PLO charter concurs 
with the Hamas charter, proclaiming that 
armed struggle be used to reclaim Palestine. 
Former Israeli Prime Minister ariel Sharon 
once accused former PLO leader yasser 
arafat of being a “terrorist,” and refused to 
negotiate with him. Today the PLO’s biggest 
party, Fatah, is the preferred peace partner.

recently, Hamas has firmly maintained 
that it is now willing to participate in ne-
gotiations based on internationally recog-
nized borders and rights. The Israeli news-
paper Haaretz reports that as early as 2006, 
Hamas leader Ismaeil Haniyeh offered “a 
Palestinian state in the 1967 borders and 
... a truce for many years.” Haniyeh called 
on President Bush to launch a dialogue 
with the Hamas government. “We are not 
warmongers, we are peacemakers and we 
call on the american government to have 

direct negotiations with the elected govern-
ment.” Hamas re-emphasized this position 
recently, adding, “our conflict is not with 
the Jews, our problem is with the occupa-
tion.” The united States and Israel ignored 
the offer.

Gaza, East Jerusalem and the West Bank 
— which were occupied by Israel in the 
1967 arab-Israeli War — are recognized 
by united nations Security Council reso-
lution 242 as the land for a future Palestin-
ian state. This has become the international 
consensus for peace, with only Israel, the 
united States and a handful of other na-
tions voting against the annual General as-
sembly resolution calling for a settlement 
based on “242.”

myth # 2 
Hamas is to blame for ending the cease-fire 
and Israel’s actions are in self-defense.

The three conditions for the June 2008 
ceasefire were that (1) Israel would drasti-
cally reduce its military blockade of Gaza, 
(2) Israel would halt all military incursions 
into Gaza and, (3) Hamas would halt all 
rocket attacks into Israel.

From the outset of the cease-fire, Israel 
did little to ease its military blockade. as 
a result, Gazans continued to suffer from a 
lack of food, fuel, financial aid, electricity, 
clean water, medical supplies and more. The 
united nations warned that Gaza would 
face “catastrophe” if the blockade were not 
lifted. The Israeli government maintained 
that the blockade was necessary to stop 
rocket attacks. However, as the Canadian 
Globe and Mail newspaper reports, Hamas 
had ceased launching rockets into Israel 
during the cease-fire and even arrested 
members of militant groups who did fire a 
handful of rockets.

Despite the intense blockade against Ga-
zan civilians, the cease-fire held until nov. 
4. On that date, Haaretz reports, it was the 
Israeli military that made an incursion into 
Gaza and killed six Palestinians. The Israeli 
government sought to justify these actions, 
saying that these Palestinians were sus-
pected of plotting to kidnap Israeli soldiers. 
Predictably, militants responded to the at-
tack by launching rockets into Israel. Thus 
began the unraveling of the cease-fire.

Following the end of the cease-fire, Israel 
moved closer to an invasion, claiming this 

was the only remaining option to elimi-
nate rocket attacks from Gaza. according 
to Haaretz, Hamas offered to extend the 
ceasefire if Israel lifted its blockade. There 
is evidence that Israel was planning to strike 
Gaza before and during the cease-fire. 

The White House said that Israel will 
cease its attack when Hamas has agreed 
to a truce. Hamas has said it would abide 
by a cease-fire if border crossings were re-
opened and the economic siege of Gaza 
ended. Israel has refused this offer. 

Meanwhile, Israel unleashed its u.S.-sup-
plied arsenal — which includes unconven-
tional weapons — while attacking its own 
designated safe-areas. This forced the red 
Cross and united nations to briefly suspend 
relief work in Gaza, spurring the Vatican to 
compare the conditions there to a “concen-
tration camp.” The united States abstained 
from a Security Council resolution calling 
for an immediate cease-fire.

myth #3 
Israel and the United States are doing ev-
erything in their power to achieve peace.

For decades the united States has provid-
ed Israel with billions of dollars annually in 
military aid and backed Israel’s seizure of 
occupied lands. The number of settlers in 
the West Bank and Jerusalem has increased 
from 200,000 in 1990 to an estimated 
450,000 today. Claiming it received secret 
u.S. approval, Israel announced it would 
build thousands of new homes in 2008. 
u.n. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon not-
ed that this directly “contravenes both in-
ternational law and Israel’s obligations” in 
the peace process. 

Israel has also erected a “security barri-
er” through the West Bank, annexing large 
swaths of land. In 2004, the International 
Court of Justice declared construction of 
the wall “contrary to international law.” 

Meanwhile, even outgoing Israeli Prime 
Minister Ehud Olmert has recently stated 
that to achieve peace and recognition by the 
arab world, Israel “should withdraw from 
almost all of the territories, including in 
East Jerusalem and in the Golan Heights.” 

amid reports that President-elect Obama 
may reverse u.S. policy and negotiate with 
Hamas, scholar norman Finkelstein ob-
serves, “Hamas in recent months has sup-
ported a two-state settlement of the Israel-
Palestine conflict, joining the international 

consensus. It’s abiding by the terms of the 
truce, showing it can be trusted to abide by 
its agreements, which means it was becom-
ing a credible negotiating partner.” He adds, 
“Israeli Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni stated 
in early December 2008 that although Israel 
wanted to create a temporary period of calm 
with Hamas, an extended truce ‘harms the 
Israeli strategic goal, empowers Hamas, and 
gives the impression that Israel recognizes 
the movement.’ Translation: a protracted 
cease-fire that enhanced Hamas’ credibility 
would have undermined Israel’s strategic 
goal of retaining control of the West Bank.” 
Finkelstein concludes: “Israel was facing a 
new Palestinian peace offensive and there-
fore it has to knock out Hamas.”

Adam Sheets contributed to this article.

Upcoming events 
at the brecht forUm

the World StandS With PaleStine:  
Pro-Palestinian women in New York City 
stand next to the Palestinian flag at one of the 
many demonstrations that have taken place 
since the Israeli assault on Gaza began in late 
December. From New York to London to Cairo, 
hundreds of thousands of people have taken 
to the streets. “We are demanding that the 
Palestinians be protected, but as Americans, 
we are also demanding that our tax money not 
be spent on killing innocent civilians,” a pro-
testor told The Indypendent at a Jan. 3 rally in 
New York City. PHOTO: mARk A. bAILEY

Top Three Gaza Myths Debunked

THURSDAY, JAN 29, 6 - 9 PM 
Black History Exhibit Opens

OUR FLESH IN FLAMES 
Work by Theodore A. Harris and Amiri Baraka

MONDAY FEb 2, 5:30 - 7:30 PM  
6-session class begins

THE GRUNDRISSE,  
Bill DiFazio

MONDAY FEb 2, 5:30 - 7:30 PM  
4-day intensive for activist youth begins

bLAck RESISTANcE HISTORY  
Facilitated by Sam Anderson

MONDAY FEb 2, 7:30 - 9:30 PM  
Workshop & study group: part ii- 12 sessions

REvOLUTIONS OUR HERITAGE & PROSPEcTS FOR OUR TIME  
Michael Lardner with Others TBA

TUESDAY FEb 3, 5:30 - 7:30 PM 
8-session class begins

cAPITALISM’S cRISIS: A MARxIAN ANALYSIS  
Richard Wolff

TUES FEb 3, 7:30 PM 
6-session class begins

cONSENSUS MEcHANIcS: DEcISION-MAkING AS cHANGE 
Autumn Brown

Building a MoveMent that Moves
451 West Street (Between Bank and Bethune Streets)
For more information and tickets contact 212-242-4201 or visit brechtforum.org

collateral damage: Rescue workers free a man as another pleads for  
help from underneath the rubble of a building destroyed by an Israeli air  
strike Dec. 28 in Gaza City, Gaza. PHOTO: AmIR FARsHAD EbRAHImI
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By Joseph Huff-Hannon

Somalia’s status as the global epicenter of 
piracy seemed verified when, on Jan. 9, 
the u.S. navy released a photo of a con-

tainer, apparently holding some $3 million in 
ransom money, being parachuted onto a hi-
jacked Saudi supertanker full of crude oil in 
east african waters.

The ship was one of 42 vessels captured 
last year off Somalia’s coast by modern-
day pirates who have traded spyglasses 
for GPS technology and treasure chests 
for international wire transfers. Observ-
ers attribute the proliferation of seafaring 
bandits to the onshore strife in Somalia, 
which has lacked a functioning central 
government since 1991.

“Piracy is a problem that starts on 
the shore,” said u.S. navy Cmdr. Jane 
Campbell of the bahrain-based fifth 
fleet to reporters. “The international 
community needs to address the situa-
tion on the ground in Somalia.”

What Campbell neglected to mention 
is that the anarchy in Somalia has u.S. 
fingerprints all over it. Somalia is one 
of the most underreported fronts in the 
outgoing bush administration’s “global 
war on terror,” and piracy is one of its un-
intended consequences.

While blowback in the Horn of africa 
may be occurring on the high seas, its origins 
are to be found inland. In December 2006, 
the united States provided diplomatic cover 
and military training for an ethiopian inva-
sion force that ousted the Islamic movement 
known as the Islamic Courts union (ICu), 
which had come to administer the capital and 
much of the south of the country.

Two years on, the invasion and ensuing 
war has not only failed to secure u.S. 
and ethiopian interests, it has resulted in 
a humanitarian disaster. now ethiopia 
is pulling out its troops, the u.S. and 
ethiopian-backed Transitional federal 
Government is near collapse, and President 
abdullahi yusuf, a longtime ally of ethiopia, 
has resigned.

On the brink of controlling Somalia are 
the Islamist and anti-occupation al Shabaab 
movement (“Party of the youth”). More 
radical than the ICu, which was credited by 
many Somalis with restoring basic services 
and security, the al Shabaab movement has 
been designated a terrorist organization by 
the u.S. State Department.

In this lawless environment, piracy has 
flourished. While the media have fixated 
on the threat to commercial shipping in 
the Gulf of aden, they have largely ignored 
other types of pirates that are plundering 
and despoiling Somalia’s waters.

With a 2,000-mile coastline, the longest 
on the african continent, Somalia is unable 
to stop the “700 foreign-owned vessels that 
are fully engaged in unlicensed fishing” in its 
waters, according to the u.n. food and ag-
riculture Organization. additionally, states 
the u.n. outfit, “there is also strong suspicion 
of illegal dumping of industrial and nuclear 
wastes along the Somali coast.”

Some Somali pirates claim they are acting 
as “coast guards” to protect Somalia’s wa-
ters from illegal fishing and waste dumping. 
In fact, a number of fishing vessels seized 
and ransomed have been from countries 
that are implicated in the illegal fishing, 
such as Spain.

In turn, the lack of security has become a 
business opportunity, as a dozen mercenary 
companies are providing security to commer-
cial shippers, according to bloomberg news.

Some nations may even prefer that mer-
cenaries handle the pirates, rather than ne-
gotiating security agreements that would 
demand a higher level of transparency. 
“Some of the countries most active in the 
anti-piracy attempts are also countries with 
large economic interests in Somali waters,” 
says Gustavo Carvalho, a researcher with 
the London-based Global Witness who es-
timates that $300 million worth of fish are 
poached from Somali waters each year.

‘CATASTROPHIC’
The International Committee of the red 
Cross calls the current situation in Soma-
lia “catastrophic.” at least 10,000 civilians 
have been killed in two years of fighting. 
The united nations says that up to 3.5 mil-
lion people, or nearly half the country’s 
population, will soon need food aid to 
avoid starvation. and up to a million and 
a half people have been made internal refu-
gees, living in sprawling tent cities outside 
of Mogadishu.

The capital itself is largely destroyed and 
abandoned. amnesty International and Hu-
man rights Watch have documented ex-
tensive war crimes committed by ethiopian 
troops, soldiers loyal to the Transitional 
federal Government and Islamic rebels. 
and without the estimated $1 billion Soma-
lis working abroad send back annually, the 
cash economy would probably collapse.

“everybody is so concentrated on piracy 
on the water, but it’s totally overshadow-
ing the humanitarian disaster on the land,” 
says Sadia ali aden, co-founder of the So-
mali Diaspora network. “under the cloud 
of piracy, ethiopian troops are still in So-

malia, killing with impunity.”
Piracy largely came to a halt in 2006 

when the Islamic Courts union adminis-
tered much of Somalia. Michael Shank, a 
senior analyst for Foreign Policy in Fo-
cus, writes that after the ICu took power 
in 2006, “the airport opened after 11 
years of closure, shipping ports and sea-
ports were secured to ensure safe trans-
port of food and products, law and order 
returned to Mogadishu, education and 
health care remained a top priority, envi-
ronmental regulations were instituted … 
and crime diminished significantly.”

The ICu was supported by a Somali 
business community weary of the check-
points and shakedowns carried out by 
warlords, many of whom were on the CIa 
payroll. after highly publicized — but un-
substantiated — accusations against the 
ICu, including alleged ties to al Qaeda 
members linked to the 1998 u.S. embassy 
bombings in Kenya and Tanzania, ethio-
pia invaded on Christmas eve, 2006. u.S. 
backing was reportedly extensive and 
included training exercises held with the 
ethiopian army at Camp Lemonier in 
neighboring Djibouti.

for the united States, this is a war fought 
on the cheap, largely through ethiopia, 
CIa-funded warlords and the occasional 
missile strike on “suspected terrorists.” 
after one u.S. strike in May 2008 killed 
a well-known Islamist militia leader, as 
well as up to a dozen civilians, retaliatory 
attacks were levied against african union 
peacekeeping troops, further destabilizing 
the country just before u.n.-sponsored 
peace talks were to begin.

mAkIng wAR, mAkIng mOney
“everybody is fascinated with the piracy, 
but these are not the robin Hoods of the 
sea,” says Hassan Warsame, co-founder at 
the Somali Diaspora network. “They’re 
not taking these millions and giving them 
to the poor of Mogadishu. a lot of these 
guys were involved in other forms of crime 
before,” Warsame claims.

according to the Independent (u.K.), 
the original pirates were Somali fishermen 
who took to “speedboats to try to dissuade 
the dumpers and trawlers, or at least levy a 
‘tax’ on them.”

“There are reports from villagers of a 
wide range of medical problems like mouth 
bleeds, abdominal hemorrhages, unusual 
skin disorders and breathing difficulties,” 
said nick nuttall, a spokesman for the 
united nations environment Program, to 
Voice of America.

In December 2004, the deadly boxing 
Day tsunami washed hundreds of broken 
barrels of radioactive waste onto Somali 
shores, leading to more than 300 deaths.

amid the chaos, mercenary companies 
like blackwater Worldwide and Mississippi-
based Hollowpoint are looking to make 
some loot. Peter Singer, author of Corporate 
Warriors, recently referred to africa as “a 
potential growth market” for mercenaries. 
The u.S. navy concurred. a spokesperson 
for the fifth fleet called the arrival of 
private military contractors to the region, 
“a great trend.” but not everyone agrees.

“People forget the history of private mili-
tary contractors, that it was actually in africa 
where they first got really big — during apart-
heid and South africa’s proxy wars in angola 
and Mozambique,” says roxanne Lawson, 
africa Policy Director for the Washington, 
D.C.-based Transafrica forum, a human 
rights and policy organization. The contrac-
tors, says Lawson, “know the american pub-
lic is suffering from invasion fatigue. So the 
question is what’s the next big market? Is it 
proxy wars? Or is it battling pirates?”

eTHIOPIA’S ROLe
Hardly a bastion of democracy, ethiopia 
has close ties to Washington and secures 
hundreds of millions in u.S. aid every year, 
much of it military. In 2005, hundreds of 
ethiopian civilians were gunned down by 
government troops in the capital of addis 
ababa following protests around a suspect 
election that kept Prime Minister Meles Ze-
nawi’s party in power. and Human rights 
Watch has documented many recent cases 
in which ethiopian troops have engaged in 
executions, massacres, rape and torture, 
as well as burning entire villages in the 
Ogaden, a region with an active separatist 
movement that borders Somalia.

When ethiopian tanks entered 
Mogadishu in December 2006, many of 
the warlords ousted by the ICu, some 
of the same men involved in the fighting 
against u.S. marines in 1993, returned. 
Those allegedly responsible for the Kenya 
bombings have never been apprehended. 
as ethiopian troops now depart, those 
who will likely take power in Somalia are 
much more radical than their elders in the 
ICu who were targeted by u.S. missiles, or 
kidnapped and sent to ethiopian jails.

Perhaps it takes a vast new economy of 
banditry on the high seas to call attention to 
the fact that u.S. foreign policy towards So-
malia is yet another example of the failure 
of a never-ending “war on terror.” Whether 
the new administration takes a different ap-
proach is an open question.

nuCLeAR wASTe dumPIng, fISH POACHIng And u.S.-bACked PROxy wAR dRIve COASTAL CRISIS

Pirates and Mercenaries 
and Islamists, Oh My!

Jaume Guerra
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By Benjamin Dangl

after months of street battles and 
political meetings, the bolivian 
congress ratified a new draft of 

its constitution last Oct. 21. a national 
referendum on whether or not to make the 
document official is scheduled for Jan. 25.

“now we have made history,” President 
evo Morales told supporters in La Paz. 
“This process of change cannot be turned 
back. ... neoliberalism will never return to 
bolivia.” If the constitution is approved in 
the January referendum, a new general elec-
tion will take place in December 2009.

The upcoming referendum comes just 
days after another major event in the hemi-
sphere: barack Obama’s inauguration as 
u.S. president on Jan. 20. The proximity of 
these two events offering “change” is a great 
opportunity to reflect on what change has 
meant for many bolivians under Morales, 
and the role of bolivia’s social movements 
in moving the country in new directions.

evo Morales, an indigenous former coca 
grower organizer, was elected president of 
bolivia in December 2005 on a platform 
that included nationalizing gas reserves, 
redistributing land, re-writing the con-
stitution and granting increased rights to 
disenfranchised indigenous groups around 
the country. In varying degrees, he fol-
lowed through on many of these promises. 
The nationalized gas and oil industry has 
brought in $1.5 billion in revenue to the 
impoverished government, significant areas 
of unused land have been given to landless 
farmers, and indigenous rights are a key 
theme in the new constitution.

Leading up to the congress approval of the 
constitution and referendum plans in October, 
Morales participated in sections of a march 
of more than 100 miles from Caracollo in 
Oruro to La Paz that involved an estimated 
100,000 union members, activists, students, 
farmers and miners. The march was intended 
to pressure opposition members of congress 
to back the constitution and referendum. 
When participants arrived in the capital they 
packed the city center in historic numbers. 
Some media outlets said the march, which 
stretched nine miles, was the longest ever in 
the capital. The lead-up in the streets to the 
congressional vote was characteristic of the 
way popular mobilizations have helped push 
through major political decisions and laws.

nationwide mobilizations in 2003 paved 
the way for the partial nationalization of 
bolivian gas reserves in 2006. In novem-
ber 2006 changes to a land reform bill were 
passed thanks to massive pressure from 
landless farmers, unions and activists. and 
the rewritten constitution itself is in part 
the product of months of protests, strikes 
and heated discussions inside and outside 
the halls of the government.

Throughout Morales’ time in office, nu-
merous rallies, marches and strikes have 
given the administration the ongoing man-
date it needed to confront the bolivian right 
wing. activists in the united States who 
want to pressure the Obama administration 
for radical changes could learn a great deal 
from the bolivian grassroot movements.

A new COnSTITuTIOn
The road to this new constitution has been 

a long, complicated and often violent one. 
One key event was the July 2, 2006, elec-
tion of a constituent assembly to rewrite the 
constitution. Later in December 2007, the 
new constitution was passed in an assembly 
meeting that opposition members boycotted. 
In many ways, these various steps will cul-
minate in the Jan. 25 referendum.

Given Morales’ support across the coun-
try, the new constitution is expected to be 
passed. “The public support expressed for 
[Morales] … coming on top of the 67 per-
cent vote of confidence he was given in the 
aug. 10 recall referendum, make it clear 
that he is the most popular president in 
the last 26 years of democracy in bolivia,” 
franz Chavez reported in IPS news.

The draft constitution includes changes 
to allow the nationalization and redistri-
bution of natural resources to benefit the 
majority of the country. It establishes the 
bolivian state as plurinational, as to reflect 
the diversity of indigenous and afro-boliv-
ian groups in the country. It formally pro-
motes the official use of the country’s 36 in-
digenous languages. The new constitution 
also grants autonomy to indigenous groups 
across the nation, enabling them to govern 
their own communities.

Most of bolivia’s fertile land is in the 
hands of a few wealthy landowners, and the 
revised constitution may fall short of the ex-
tensive land reform called for by bolivian so-
cial movements. The new constitution puts a 
size limit only on land recently acquired or 
land considered by the government to be so-
cially and economically productive. The cap 
— from 5,000 to 10,000 hectares — will be 
voted on later. Therefore, it’s possible that 
many of the enormous land holdings of the 
bolivian elite, particularly in the eastern part 
of the country, won’t be redistributed under 
the current constitution.

In another concession to the opposi-
tion, the draft constitution was changed 
to prevent Morales from running for two 
additional terms, as an earlier draft of the 
constitution allowed. If the constitution is 
approved, Morales would run for his last 
consecutive term in general elections in De-
cember of 2009. This move indicates that 
the Movement Toward Socialism, Morales’ 
political party, may have plans to diversify 
its central leadership.

Morales commented on these changes in 
a speech in La Paz, “here we have new lead-
ers who are rising up, new men and women 
leaders who are coming up like mushrooms 
to continue this process of change.”

It remains to be seen how social move-
ments that are disenchanted with the new 
constitution — particularly on issues of 

land distribution and autonomy for states 
controlled by the right — will react. If recent 
events are any indication, significant hope 
lies in the potential of bolivia’s grassroots 
to radicalize the Morales government.

Benjamin Dangl is the author of The Price 
of fire: resource Wars and Social Move-
ments in bolivia (AK Press.) He is the edi-
tor of towardfreedom.com, a progressive 
perspective on world events, and upside-
downworld.org, a website on activism and 
politics in Latin America.

Ecuador Roars

Three months after ecuadorians approved a new progressive constitution, the nation’s largest 
federation of indigenous groups launched road blockades across southern ecuador and the 
amazon region Jan. 7 to protest President rafael Correa’s proposed mining law. a nationwide 

mobilization was announced for Jan. 20.
according to the Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of ecuador (CONaIe), the government 

is describing protesters as “criminals and subversive terrorists,” in an effort “to stigmatize [protest-
ers] and prepare public opinion for even more severe repression.”

The new mining law would allow for large-scale open pit metal mining. Correa hopes increased rev-
enues from mining will help pay for ambitious social welfare programs mandated by the new constitu-
tion. However, peasant and indigenous leaders warn that expanded metal mining will contaminate the 
supplies of clean water they depend on. They also note that the mining law would violate a provision of 
ecuador’s constitution which guarantees nature’s “right to exist, persist, maintain and regenerate its 
vital cycles, structure, functions and its processes in evolution” and mandates that the government 
take “precaution and restriction measures in all the activities that can lead to the extinction of spe-
cies, the destruction of the ecosystems or the permanent alteration of the natural cycles.”

—COmPIled frOm uPsIdedOwNwOrld.OrG.

bIrTH Of a NEw NaTION
Bolivia’s social movements have been a driving 
force in that country’s transformation through-
out the past eight years.

April 2000—The people of Cochabamba, a city 
of 900,000 in central Bolivia, launch a general 
strike and shut the city down to protest the priva-
tization of the city’s water system by a price-
gouging subsidiary of the u.s.-based Bechtel 
Corporation. weeks of protest end when the Bo-
livian government announces that it will return 
the water system to public control.

September-October 2003—Nationwide dem-
onstrations and road blockades bring the coun-
try to a standstill for a month to protest govern-
ment plans to hand over Bolivia’s vast natural gas 
reserves to foreign investors. army and police 
forces kill nearly 80 protesters before President 
Gonzalo sanchez de lozada is forced to flee the 
country when public opinion turns decisively 
against him.

June 2005—sanchez de losada’s successor 
Carlos mena is forced to resign amid renewed 
protests calling for the full nationalization of Bo-
livia’s natural gas reserves. a new presidential 
election is set for later in the year.

December 2005—evo morales of the move-
ment Toward socialism (mas) wins the presi-
dency in an electoral landslide.

May 1, 2006—morales partially nationalizes 
foreign oil and natural gas holdings and gains 
a substantial increase in royalties from foreign 
companies.

July 2006–December 2007—Bolivians vote for 
a constituent assembly, which proceeds to write 
a new constitution over the next 18 months.

August 2008—morales wins 67 percent of the 
vote in a recall referendum initiated by his con-
servative foes.

October 2008—after months of protests led 
by labor, peasant and student organizations, 
Bolivia’s congress passes legislation allowing 
the new draft constitution to go to a popular vote 
in January 2009.

—JOHN TarleTON

Sources : IPS, IRC Americas Program,  
upsidedownworld.com, mundoandino.com.

A PeOPLe On THe mOve : Hundreds of thousands of Bolivians rally la Paz to support a 
proposed constitution that would enshrine sweeping social reforms. a nationwide referendum 
on the new constitution will be held Jan. 25.  PHOTO: flICKr.COm/PHOTOs/GafferBee

Web exclusive:  
for more on the Latin american Left 
and Obama, see Daniel Denvir’s  
coverage at indypendent.org.

Bolivia: A Model for Change
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confines of the existing political 
establishment,” Selfa continues. 
“by supporting the creation of 
Social Security and passage of 
the national Labor relations 
act of 1935, roosevelt laid the 
groundwork for capturing the la-
bor movement vote for the Dem-
ocrats in 1936 and beyond.”

What’s more, labor leaders itch-
ing to enter the halls of power 
willingly sacrificed bellicosity and 
allowed themselves and their or-
ganizations to be co-opted. Labor 
honchos willingly agreed to no-
strike pledges during World War 
II, and by the 1950s they lined up 

to sign anti-communist loyalty 
oaths. Indeed, for upwards of 60 
years, organized labor has con-
sistently championed Democratic 
politicians while rarely if ever 
challenging the status quo.

So what’s to be done? While it’s 
easy to conclude that the lesser of 
two evils is still evil, third-party 
efforts have repeatedly floundered, 
and despite Selfa’s plea for social-
ist alternatives to republicrat 
rule, such alternatives have failed 
to materialize. yes, eugene Debs, 
robert LaFollette and ralph 
nader won millions of votes when 
they ran — but they still lost.

Selfa criticizes efforts to change 
the Democratic Party from within 
— efforts promoted by the Demo-
cratic Socialists of america and 
Progressive Democrats of ameri-
ca — arguing that “the party of 
the World bank, the CIa and the 
Vietnam War” will never allow 
substantive changes.

If he’s right, this leaves us in a 
quandary, since the revolutionary 
change he advocates seems like a 
pipe dream. While realism may 
reflect a failure of imagination, 
for the time being pushing the 
Democratic Party to end the wars 
in Iraq and afghanistan and fund 

social programs seem like sound 
 priorities.

after all, the first tenet of com-
munity organizing is to start 
where people congregate and 
agitate around their concerns. In 
2009, these issues are militarism, 
the economy and the need for uni-
versal healthcare. and the place? 
until we organize a party that re-
flects the interests of the poor and 
working classes, the Democrats 
are who’s there.

—Eleanor J. Bader

The Only 
Game In Town

Barack Obama and Future of 
American Politics
By Paul Street
Paradigm Publishers, 2009

The Democratic Party’s progressive base 
has been repeatedly disappointed in 
recent decades by the triangulating, 

pro-corporate tilt of the party’s Washington-
based establishment. Will things be different 
this time under President barack Obama?

not likely, says political analyst Paul Street 
in Barack Obama and the Future of Ameri-
can Politics, a reality based examination of 
Obama’s rise to prominence. This book should 
be of interest to anyone looking for a deeper 
understanding of how Obama got where he is 
and what sort of “change” he has in mind.

Street watched Obama’s ascent from up 
close — first as a researcher and policy ana-
lyst at the Chicago urban League and later 
in Iowa as a volunteer for John edwards’ 
campaign in the run-up to that state’s all-im-
portant presidential caucuses. His book lacks 
the insider access that informs many political 
biographies, but more than makes up for that 
with a relentless focus on the issues.

Street doesn’t dwell on bill ayers, rev. Jer-
emiah Wright, “bittergate,” unworn flag pins 
and the many other distractions that passed 
for media coverage during the presidential 
campaign.

Instead, Street draws from both Obama’s 
public statements and press coverage and 
frames it within an anti-corporate critique of 
the socio-economic and political forces that 
drove Obama’s candidacy. In doing so, he 
peels away Obama’s vague rhetoric to con-
nect the dots. The portrait that emerges is one 
of a nimble, well-marketed politician who is 
able to inspire progressives while reassuring 
economic and political elites.

One of the most revealing parts of the book 
is Street’s recounting of the “political and 
business class tryout” that began for Obama 
in the fall of 2003. Gearing up to run for an 
open u.S. Senate seat representing Illinois, 
Obama quickly dazzled key players from the 
Democratic Party’s financial, legal and lobby-
ist sectors with his charm, his Harvard Law 
review credentials and his “reasonableness” 

on the issues.
This audition would continue once Obama 

arrived in Congress. eager to prove his pro-
business credentials to potential big-money 
donors, Sen. Obama voted in favor of punitive 
bankruptcy legislation and republican-led ef-
forts to remove class-action lawsuits from state 
courts. He also demonstrated his “serious-
ness” on national security issues by embrac-
ing Connecticut’s blowhard senator Joseph Li-
eberman as a “mentor” and campaigning for 
him in 2006 when he faced a tough primary 
challenge from the antiwar left.

The longest chapter in the book looks at 
Obama’s careful dance with race. For Street, 
Obama is the black politician white america 
has been waiting for — charismatic but never 
angry, conciliatory not polarizing. His tacit 
arrangement with white voters — he refuses 
to talk about the structural racism that is still 
prevalent in american society while they will 
overlook his blackness — could end being 
quite costly for many african-americans.

Despite all evidence to the contrary, many 

on the left cling to the belief that Obama is 
one of them. He is cleverly waiting for the 
right moment to show his true commitments, 
the argument goes. Taking aim at this mental-
ity, Street reminds readers to look at politi-
cians like Obama in a structural context:

“Many, if not most, of those candidates 
and officials … have likely internalized the 
authoritarian values of corporation capital-
ism, socioeconomic equality, u.S. national-
ism and imperial globalism. The deeper point, 
however, is that it might not matter what sort 
of internal values they may or may not hold, 
since they are trying to succeed within a polit-
ical culture and system that tends to mitigate 
against progressive commitments.”

In the end, Street’s story of Obama is one of 
the tension between the promise of democracy 
and the harsh realities of class rule. If Street’s 
take on Obama is unsympathetic, his real 
target is the corporate-dominated political 
system that requires all “serious” presidential 
aspirants to operate within narrow ideologi-
cal parameters that take progressive concerns 
off the table. Instead, Street argues, we are 
treated to an electoral spectacle every four 
years that is not worthy of the trust people 
put in it.

If this all sounds too depressing, Street also 
posits reasons to not just be relieved that the 
republicans have been removed from power 
but hopeful about what may come next. 
Obama, after all, is an astute politician and 
will move as the political climate changes. He 
won’t do the left’s work for it. but if the mil-
lions of people he inspired to care about poli-
tics continue to organize and push from the 
grassroots, new possibilities will open up.

as Street notes near the end of the book, 
“Democracy’s true source lies not in candi-
dates and officeholders but in aroused and or-
ganized citizens who promote, push and pun-
ish politicians and public officials. Obama, a 
militant ‘realist’ and master of the ‘winnable,’ 
is no magical exception.”

 —John Tarleton

For The Indypendent’s interview with Paul 
Street, go to indypendent.org/Paul_Street.

Rethinking the Rise of Obama
The Democrats: 
A Critical History
By Lance Selfa
Haymarket Books, 2008.

The countdown to George 
W. bush’s final day in office 
put a smile on most progres-

sive faces. as Jan. 20 rolls around, 
it’s hard to resist the urge to cheer 
the departure of one of the world’s 
chief warmongers. but will barack 
Obama’s ascension mean anything 
beyond the symbolic, or will it be 
business-as-usual, at the behest of 
a more articulate, more likeable, 
head of state?

Lance Selfa has crafted a 
smart, readable history of the 
Democrats that reminds us of the 
party’s allegiance to capital. De-
spite forward-leaning spurts — 
the new Deal, the War on Pover-
ty and the creation of programs 
such as food stamps, Medicaid, 
Medicare, Social Security and 
unemployment insurance — time 
and again we’ve seen Democrats 
capitulate on issues that matter, 
whether supporting militarism 
or slashing spending for human 
needs. “These Democratic be-
trayals are not primarily the re-
sult of unscrupulous politicians 
or office holders who sell out,” 
Selfa writes. “rather, they are 
the inevitable outcome of a po-
litical institution that socialists 
have long described as a capital-
ist party that only pretends to be 
a friend of working people.”

The Democrats is at its best not 
just when analyzing Democratic 
foibles — and there are plenty 
— but when assessing how the 
party stifles dissent. Take trade 
unions. Selfa harkens back to the 
1930s when militant strikes and 
on-the-ground activism swelled 
organized labor’s ranks from 
2.7 million in 1933 to seven mil-
lion four years later. “a remade 
Democratic Party was the vehicle 
roosevelt used to absorb the ris-
ing labor movement within the 
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“The destruction of a nation is not an everyday event in history. It is being 
carried out before our eyes, systematically and consciously, with cruelty and self-
righteousness, and with the backing of the global superpower. These acute and
informed essays develop a perspective on the background and unfolding of these
events that is remote from anything likely to be heard in the West. They merit
close attention and thoughtful consideration.”

—Noam Chomsky

Between
Linesthe

Readings on Israel, the Palestinians, 
and the U.S. “War on Terror”

Edited by Tikva Honig-Parnass and Toufic Haddad

This compilation of essays—edited by a Palestinian and an
Israeli—draws insights from across the lines of conflict, shedding
fresh light on Israeli apartheid and Palestinian resistance.

$18

Frost/Nixon
Directed By Ron Howard 
Imagine Entertainment et al. 

Che Parts 1 and 2
Directed By Steven Soderbergh 
Telecinco Cinema, et al.

Fun? yes, but not quite with ei-
ther former President richard 
Milhous nixon or Marxist 

revolutionary icon ernesto “Che” 
Guevara in the two current movies 
carrying their names. both films, 
however, are well worth seeing.

Frost/Nixon is lots of fun — just 
not with the former president, who’s 
nowhere in evidence. There is a man 
called richard nixon (played by dis-
tinguished stage and screen veteran 
Frank Langella), and british television 
personality and talk-show host David 
Frost (Michael Sheen) is trying to re-
vive his flagging career by securing an 
interview with the former president  
three years after he resigned under a 
cloud of impeachment.

The real Frost did indeed interview 
the real nixon, but Frost/Nixon has 
less to do with history than with Hol-
lywood. It’s a David-and-Goliath tale 
in the best movie tradition, dressed in 
the clothes and names of real people. 
richard nixon may have been the 
most charmless politician in u.S. his-
tory — and as fine an actor as Langella 
is, he can’t quite turn off the charisma. 
He makes nixon more attractive than 
he was, while the screenplay makes 
him rather more ethical, and both 
Sheen and the screenplay portray Frost 
as an intellectual, moral and political 
lightweight. Instead of being a villain, 
Langella’s nixon becomes Frost’s wor-
thy opponent, a doomed but almost 
noble figure with little in common with 
the man he’s portraying.

See it anyway — if you can ignore 
the inaccuracies, it’s a crackling good 
story of the search for truth vs. the 
business of entertainment, with fine 
performances by Kevin bacon, Sam 
rockwell and Oliver Platt as, respec-
tively, nixon aide Jack brennan and 
Frost colleagues James reston Jr. and 
bob Zelnick.

no one will ever describe Che as 
a crackling good story. Drawn from 

Guevara’s own works, Steven Soder-
bergh’s reverent, two-part, four-hour-
plus account of Guevara’s major role in 
the Cuban revolution and his doomed 
attempt to replicate that revolution in 
bolivia is documentary in tone and 
glacial in pace.

Part 1, based on Reminiscences 
of the Cuban Revolutionary War, 
begins with the fateful 1955 Mexico 
City meeting between Fidel Cas-
tro (Demian bechir) and the young 
argentine doctor ernesto Guevara 
(benicio Del Toro) (known as “Che” 
for his habit of calling almost every-
one by that argentine equivalent of 
“dude”). Castro was seeking support 
for his July 26 Movement to oust 
Cuban dictator Fulgencio batista; 
Guevara was seeking a home for his 
revolutionary dreams. The next year 
they sailed with 80 troops to Cuba, 
where they launched a military cam-
paign in the Sierra Maestra moun-
tains. Most of Part 1 relates that cam-
paign, including the strategic coups 
that led to Guevara’s promotion to 
comandante and culminating in the 
revolutionary forces’ decisive 1958 
victory at the eastern Cuban city of 
Santa Clara.

Part 2 skips ahead to 1964 and a 
series of pro-Cuban speeches Guevara 
made in new york City, after which 
he essentially disappeared from public 
view. He had in fact gone to the Congo 
to support guerrillas there — an epi-
sode omitted from the movie — but 
left africa and traveled clandestinely 
to bolivia to help bring about a Cu-
ban-style revolution there. bolivia was 
not Cuba, however — for one thing, 
the bolivian left failed to support 

Guevara’s campaign, and, perhaps 
more disastrously, the CIa was pres-
ent in force to prevent revolution. The 
campaign failed, and in October 1967 
Guevara was captured by CIa and 
bolivian army forces and executed 
by the bolivians. Guevara told that 
story in his posthumously published 
Bolivian Diary, on which Soderbergh 
based Part 2.

More historically accurate than 
Frost/Nixon by an order of magni-
tude, Che nevertheless contains sever-
al serious omissions. The film focuses 
almost entirely on Che the soldier 
and military strategist at the expense 
of Che the revolutionary theorist and 
intellectual. also, perhaps because of 
Soderbergh’s uncritical reliance on 
Che’s own works (and despite Del To-
ro’s intense performance and almost 
non-stop on-screen presence), Che 
the character remains elusive, more 
monumental than human. by ending 
the Cuban narrative in 1959, Soder-
bergh avoids confronting Che’s role 
in the campaign of “revolutionary jus-
tice” that followed, dealing out death 
sentences to scores (if not hundreds) 
of batista followers and counter-revo-
lutionaries. The movie also hints at 
Guevara’s reputation as a fierce dis-
ciplinarian in the field but skirts any 
explicit depiction of it.

all in all, Che is a better history of 
two revolutionary efforts than of one 
man at their center, but certainly valu-
able for all those who never learned 
that history, or enjoy reliving at least 
the victorious parts of it. Frost/Nixon 
isn’t history at all, but not a bad after-
noon at the movies.

—Judith Mahoney Pasternak 

Fun with 
Dick and Che

bluestockings
radical bookstore | activist center  
fair trade cafe
172 Allen St.  •  212-777-6028  
b l u e s t o c k i n g s . c o m

TUE, JAN 27 @ 7PM • $5 Sugg
WoMEN’S/TrANS’ PoETry JAM & 
oPEN MikE
Hadassah Hill creates multimedia 
theatre and soundscapes. Tonight, 
she weaves a narratives asking: 
what about science rules us? In 
memoirs and essays, Deirdre Sin-
nott reveals the disturbing truths, 
outrageous behaviors and humbling 
circumstances of her off-kilter 
life. The jam is hosted by Vittoria 
Repetto, the hardest working guinea 
butch dyke poet on the Lower East 
Side. Deliver (up to) 8 minutes 
of your poetry, prose, songs and 
spoken word.

Fri, JAN 30 @ 7PM • Free
rEAdiNg: “UP AgAiNST ThE 
WAll MoThErFUckEr.”
They called themselves the Moth-
erfuckers, while others called them 
a street gang with an analysis. Join 
author Osha Neumann for a reading 
and discussion of “Up Against the 

Wall Motherfucker: A Memoir of 
the 1960s,” a thoughtful and funny 
account of his part in 1960s coun-
terculture and a fascinating account 
about a bunch radical and politically 
engaged anarchists.

MoN, FEB 2 @ 7PM •  $5 Sugg
PrESENTATioN: “EcovillAgES.”
Join Diana Leafe Christian for 
a presentation about ecovil-
lages worldwide and a look at 
some of their successes with 
permaculture, renewable energy, 
sustainable agriculture, cottage 
industries, local currencies, and 
community programming. Chris-
tian is the author of Creating a Life 
Together: Practical Tools to Grow 
Ecovillages and Intentional Com-
munities and Finding Community: 
How to Join an Ecovillage.

For a complete list of events or to 
purchase a gift card, please visit 
bluestockings.com.
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Houston, TX KPFT 90.1 FM 9am, 6pm M-F
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SATELLITE TV
Free Speech TV - DISH Network Ch. 9415
8am, Noon, 7pm, Midnight, Mon-Fri

Link TV - DISH Network Ch. 9410 / DirecTV Ch. 375
11am, 6pm, Mon-Fri

WWW.DEMOCRACYNOW.ORG
Audio, Video and Transcripts

If it doesn’t broadcast in your 
community ask your local public 
radio and/or TV station to air it!

Democracy Now! strengthens public radio and TV 
by building audience and breaking fundraising 
records.

A daily TV/radio news hour, hosted by 
Amy Goodman and Juan Gonzalez,
airing on over 750 stations,
pioneering the largest community 
media collaboration in the U.S.


